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ABSTRACT 
This research proposes a normative approach in two infrastructural manufacturing 
decisions: quality and product development. Quality, as employed in the research, is defined as 
satisfying customer needs given a market segment. Product defects lead to customer 
dissatisfaction and have a negative economic impact. These defects can be due to a 
manufacturing process variation or an ill-advised product design.  The former cause of defects is 
eliminated using Six Sigma. Six Sigma has spread widely due to its successful implementation 
by GE, Motorola, and other companies. However, there is no notion of using a normative 
approach in Six Sigma. The second source of product defects is errors in product design that can 
be reduced by conducting early testing in the product development phase. The normative 
approach in this research consists of three decision bases: (1) alternatives, (2) preferences, and 
(3) information. This research raises the questions: when is improving quality of the product 
worthwhile, and is ―process perfection‖ a wise economic objective? 
 This research builds a decision analytic model for the decision to incorporate a Six Sigma 
quality process. The objective is to evaluate the economic impact of Six Sigma based on a 
rigorous approach, given that previous research revolved around best practice. The model 
employs quality as a binary outcome (good or bad) in order to examine the effects of some key 
elements regarding the Six Sigma decision. These elements include implementation cost, firm 
size, defect costs, and defects‘ opportunities (number of production or service stages). The 
optimal solution reveals several managerial insights regarding the impact of the various factors 
related to the Six Sigma decision. Naturally, implementation cost makes Six Sigma less 
attractive, while attitude toward risk plays a role in determining the optimal sigma (quality) level. 
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In addition, the best decision alternative for small- and middle-sized firms is not necessarily to 
have the highest quality standard or the highest sigma level. In some instances it may be more 
important to consider other profit-generating alternatives before taking the Six Sigma route. The 
market characteristic (demand –price relation) and competitors‘ performance and price provide 
significant impact with regard to the economical value of Six Sigma. The firm values its process 
perfection more when the competitor is inferior in price and performance. Moreover, it is not 
necessary to improve every manufacturing process to achieve economical benefits.  
 Timing and frequency of reliability tests during the product development phase is 
essential for eliminating design errors. Testing is modeled as an activity that generates 
information about technical errors and problems related to customer needs that will require 
redesign. Optimal testing strategies (number and timing of tests) must balance the tradeoff 
among several variables, including the cost of a test, the increasing cost of redesign when 
discovered at a later stage, and the relationship between sequential tests. This research 
investigated two testing environments: deterministic and stochastic. Optimal strategies in both 
domains are obtained. The strategy reveals several managerial insights. The design team should 
run more tests when the mathematical relationship between the redesign cost and the 
accumulated error is linear when compared to concave or convex relationships. Attitude toward 
risk has a major role regarding the optimal number of tests done within a stochastic domain. The 
nature of redesign cost has the most effect on risk aversion when compared to neutral or risk 
seeking behaviors. Moreover, the team ought to run more tests when the redesign cost is a 
function of time elapsed between tests, compared solely to clock time. Learning by doing 
increases the optimal number of tests. 
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CHAPTER 1:      INTRODUCTION 
1.1 DECISIONS IN ENGINEERING DESIGN  
Engineering design has gradually become acknowledged as a decision-making process. It 
requires a clearly stated objective and addresses all the uncertainties evolved within the design 
process. Most engineering design processes involve invention or improvement over new or 
existing products or services. Dym et. al. (2005) defines engineering design as ―a systematic, 
intelligent process in which designers generate, evaluate, and specify concepts for devices, 
systems, or processes whose form and function achieve clients‘ objectives or users‘ need while 
satisfying a specified set of constraints.‖ The steps performed in a design problem include: 
defining the problem, gathering relevant information, generating multiple solutions, analyzing 
and testing the solutions, and finally, implementing the solution. However, these steps are not 
universal for all types of engineering. The design process can be summarized in two steps: (1) 
determine all possible design options, and (2) select the best one (Hazelrigg, 1998). The 
determination and the selection of possible tasks are not easy, and require experience and skills. 
The need for decision analysis is crucial in engineering design, which leads to decision-based 
design. ―Decision-based design (DBD) is an approach to engineering design that recognizes the 
substantial role that decisions play in design and in other engineering activities, largely 
characterized by ambiguity, uncertainty, risk, and trade-offs. Through the rigorous application of 
mathematical principles, DBD seeks to improve the degree to which these activities are 
performed and taught as rational, that is, self-consistent processes.‖(Chen et. al., 2006). During 
the engineering design process, engineers must decide on allocating resources, time, product or 
service quality level, and marketing strategy. The decision made in the engineering design 
process can be categorized as (a) go or no go, (b) single selection, and (c) structured design 
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(Hatamura, 2006). In Figure 1-1 (a), obviously, the go or no go decision is similar to that of 
keeping ―the status quo” (i.e. doing nothing) or going for this one alternative which could be 
new product or service design—or even modify an existing design. It is common in engineering 
design that engineers must choose one design from among many others, as in Figure 1 (b). In 
structured decision (Figure 1-1 (c)), the decision-maker faces multiple nodes with multiple 
alternatives. He selects one alternative at a time, which leads to the structured route. For 
example, engineers first select the size of the engine and then choose cylinder types, and so on, 
until the design is completed.  
 
(a) Go or no go                   (b) Single selection                            (c) Structured decision 
 
E 
Engineers make many decisions related to various aspects of engineering design, such as 
manufacturing methods, materials, cost, quality and maintainability, and testing (Figure1-2). 
Engineering design decisions can be classified as ―design decisions‖ and ―development 
decisions.‖   
Figure ‎1-1: Types of decisions in engineering design. 
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One important challenge in engineering design is uncertainty. Many studies have 
implemented various methods to incorporate uncertainty into the design decision-making 
process, such as utility theory and probabilistic design (Thurston, 1990; Hazelrigg, 1998, 2003; 
Fernàndez et. al. 2001; Scott, 2004; Aughenbaugh and Paredis, 2006; Abbas and Matheson, 
2005). The main objective of these studies is to develop a normative decision-making process. 
To summarize, the engineering design process is viewed as a series of interrelated operations 
driven by decisions, and an effective design process depends mainly on having an effective 
decision-making process. This leads one to seek an effective decision-making tool, which in this 
case is decision analysis (DA).    
1.2 DECISIONS IN MANUFACTURING 
The aggressive nature of competition in today‘s markets makes manufacturing and product 
development a central point of interest. The most benefit goes to companies that are able to 
efficiently introduce products (price and performance) into the market. These firms guide their 
Engineering 
Design 
Constrains
Manufacturing 
Method
Cost
Labor
Safety
Dimension
Material 
Figure ‎1-2: Constraints in the engineering design process. 
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development efforts toward three main objectives: low price, high quality, and a long marketing 
window. While objectives are often clashing or conflicting, they must be compromised using a 
normative approach.  Balancing these conflicting objectives by using a normative approach helps 
to make manufacturing processes efficient and business strategies effective. Literature in 
manufacturing decisions distinguishes between manufacturing strategic decision categories and 
structural and infrastructural classifications (Hayes and Wheelwright, 1988). These decisions are 
illustrated in Figure 1-3. Structural decisions cause a long-term impact, are difficult to undo 
when they are in place, and involve significant capital investment to modify or extend. They are 
related to capacity—such as time, facility (such as location), and technology (such as 
equipment). On the other hand, infrastructural decisions are considered to be more in the realm 
of tactical decisions because they encounter myriad decision-making factors. They don‘t require 
large investments to be modified or replaced. Important infrastructural decisions include quality 
and product development. Quality generally involves defect prevention, monitoring, and 
intervention. The product development (PD) process is a sequence including all the essential 
tasks that a firm must perform to develop, manufacture and sell a product (Ulrich and Eppinger, 
2004). These tasks include marketing research (in which customer needs are identified and 
product attributes specified), system design (which includes product architecture definition, 
subsystem identification and interfaces), engineering design (also referred to as detailed design, 
including fully specified product dimensions, tolerances, and materials), prototyping (which 
includes product validation and testing), manufacturing planning (which includes process design 
for ramp-up and full production), and a large number of suppliers (supply chain design).  
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Figure ‎1-3: Decision classification in Manufacturing. 
1.3 DECISION ANALYSIS (DA) 
Decision analysis is ―a logical procedure for balancing the factors that influence a 
decision. This procedure incorporates uncertainties, values, and preferences in a basic structure 
that models the decision. Typically, it includes technical, marketing, competitive, and 
environmental factors. The essence of the procedure is the construction of a structural model of 
the decision in a form suitable for computation and manipulation; the realization of this model is 
often a set of computer programs‖ (Howard, 1966). The core bases for any decision are (1) the 
alternative, or, what can we do? (2) information, or, what do we know? And (3) preferences, or 
what do we like? Clearly, the presence of these bases in engineering design makes a solid case 
for decision analysis. When the design task is well formulated, which means presenting a clear 
set of alternatives, inflexible constraints, and a single objective; the design engineer‘s decision-
making process is the solution of an optimization problem. In contrast, when the set of 
alternatives, constraints, performance objectives, and business goals are unclear or uncertain, 
then design engineers are less able to create a formulaic numerical technique to solve the design 
Manufacturing Decisions
Structural
Decisions
Capacity Facilities Technology
Infrastructural  
Decisions
Workforce
Production 
Planning and 
Control
Quality
Six Sigma  
Product 
Development
Testing 
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problem (Herrmann and Schmidt, 2002). Moreover, in real-world engineering design, 
performance of the design may be different from its desired value because of errors and 
uncertainties in the design process, manufacturing process, and/or operating condition (Oyama 
et.al, 2008). Figure 1-4 represents the decision hierarchy in which the frame separates what is to 
be decided at present from other potential decisions. The top of the hierarchy shows higher-level 
decisions, with an alternative taken as given, while the bottom represents decisions that will be 
made in the future following the decision under consideration. Therefore, selecting or specifying 
the right frame is an important task in DA. 
 
Figure ‎1-4: The decision hierarchy. 
Moreover, it is important to understand the difference between the engineering design 
analysis tool, which is a descriptive modeling tool, and utility analysis, which is a normative 
modeling tool (Thurston, 2006). The engineering design tries to describe, predict, and thus 
control the behavior of the design. Whereas, the utility analysis helps the decision maker make 
―good‖ decisions without describing the design behavior itself. Decision-based design cannot 
explain or recommend a process of how concepts and alternatives are generated, and this is 
considered the most hard-to-model aspect of design thinking. Some decision theories 
Taken 
as given
To be decided now
Future decisions
Specified by
the frame 
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acknowledged this limitation by recognizing that decision analysis can be used after a certain 
point (Dym et al., 2005). However, decision analysis is applied after ―framing‖ and ―generating 
alternatives‖ to make sure that one is working on the correct problem (Howard, 1988).  
1.4 DECISION FOUNDATIONS 
A decision is defined as ―an action involving irrevocable allocation of resources‖ (Howard 
and Abbas, 2006). The word ―irrevocable‖ emphasizes the level of commitment from the 
decision-maker. Without allocating recourses irrevocably, the decision-maker may change 
his/her mind. The decision basically falls into the realm of actionable thoughts wherein the 
decision-maker first thinks, then acts. Some terminology used in decision analysis that may be 
used throughout the research may need to be periodically clarified. In a quality or testing 
decision, the decision-maker has one or more alternatives from which to choose. Each alternative 
produces a deal that can be uncertain. The deal consists of various prospects with an uncertain 
potential for realization. The prospects possess many attributes that shape the decision-maker‘s 
preferences. The decision cycle involves sequential stages: formulate, evaluate, apprise and 
finally, decide. Furthermore, it is necessary that the decision-maker follow the five rules of 
actionable thoughts in order to make reasoned decision: 
 The probability rule 
 The order rule 
 The equivalence rule 
 The substitution rule 
 The choice rule. 
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The decision-maker who obeys these rules, then follows the normative approach (i.e., expected 
utility) is pursuing a rigorous method that leads to making a ―good‖ decision. 
1.5 MOTIVATION  
Making a decision is different than problem solving. In problem solving one ought to use 
the appropriate equation, plug in the numbers, and crank out an answer. However, decision-
making requires gathering information, using a problem-solving technique, having a valid 
measurement tool with which to evaluate different alternatives, and incorporating uncertainties. 
This thesis is intended to make the engineering design community pay attention to the tools 
currently used in engineering design (or their lack thereof) in helping engineers to make good 
decisions.  It develops a decision analysis model to help in two engineering design areas—testing 
and value modeling. Previous studies have suggested that a normative decision process should be 
used in design and manufacturing (Thurston, 1990, 2001, and 2006; Abbas and Matheson, 2005, 
and 2009). There is a need for more applications of how Decision Analysis can actually help a 
decision-maker to make a ―good‖ decision based on the use of logical and sound tools. The two 
areas that attract significant attention are quality decision with Six Sigma, and testing in product 
development. Research in these two areas focuses on quality improvement using Six Sigma and 
fills the gap by considering other alternatives and uncertainties. Six Sigma is defined as ―a 
quality-management philosophy concentrating on identifying, quantifying, and driving out errors 
in business processes and in design of new products, through leadership, customer-centric goals, 
teamwork, customer-focused metrics, and control of costs‖ (Lloréns-Montes and Monila, 2006). 
Six Sigma has gained a large amount of consideration in an industry in which successful 
companies have adopted it and thereby saved millions in monetary value by lowering their 
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operating costs—while simultaneously their market share is dropping (e.g., Motorola, 3M). 
Moreover, Six Sigma failure stories can be explained by an unwise implementation of Six 
Sigma. Yet, most books on Six Sigma focus their attention on the statistical tools and best 
practice case studies. There is no notion of the use of expected utility when selecting a project for 
a Six Sigma business initiative. The uncertainties are not addressed properly and there is 
widespread use of the non-normative approach. Tkáç and Lyocsa (2010) addressed the issue of 
inadequate financial evaluation of Six Sigma among top management leaders. They base their 
decision on the best practice of Six Sigma, which can be misleading—as in the case of a recent 
study that shows that the literature focused more on top management commitment and less on 
project selection. Therefore, the commitment of top management led to a disaster at an electric 
company in the southern U.S., which was explained by Chakravorty (2009) as escalating 
commitment—or, in DA terminology, as ―sunk cost.‖ Moreover, these can be classified as a 
result of either a bad decision-making process or simply a bad outcome. Since Six Sigma 
literature has suggested that for Six Sigma to be cost effective it should be implemented wisely, 
and an organization should be ready to commit to it (Breyfogle, 1999, 2001; Brue, 2002). 
However, there is no clear methodology of how to implement Six Sigma wisely in order to be 
cost effective. One motive is to explain that implementing Six Sigma wisely means to reach an 
optimal quality level beyond which pursuing a higher level of quality is not economical. 
Moreover, literature in Six Sigma states that an organization should compare the cost of ―doing 
nothing‖ to the cost of ―doing something.‖ The option of doing something is to adopt a Six 
Sigma business strategy; however, DA considers all possible alternatives. The cost of doing 
nothing is potentially the cost of having poor quality or experiencing lost opportunities; however, 
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in DA the cost of doing nothing is simply zero. Furthermore, a cost-driven decision might not be 
wise because cost is simply one component in profit analysis. Therefore, considering profit as a 
decision criterion is vital in manufacturing. In the literature in Chapter 2, a comprehensive 
economic model that links product design quality and production quality has not yet been 
established (Freiesleben, 2010). Moreover, fundamental economic interactions such as price and 
cost-received have received limited attention (Fynes and Voss, 2001).  
 Testing in product development is another important aspect to which Decision Analysis 
can be relatively applied. Testing throughout the research process is modeled as a way to 
generate information about a current design, as well as its reliability and its ability to fulfill the 
promise of a design. The existing model in sequential testing in product development (Thomke 
and Bell, 2001) has some limitations, and the need for a general model that can capture testing in 
product development is essential.   
Realizing the solid link between engineering design and decision analysis creates a 
valuable opportunity to incorporate DA into the field of engineering design. A good designer 
maintains sight of the big picture, handles uncertainty, and makes appropriate decisions (Dym et. 
al 2005). Some tools and mathematical models used in engineering design lack a good 
framework for making decisions. Optimization without including uncertainty leads to a design 
that cannot be called ―optimal,‖ but instead is more likely to have a high probability of failing in 
use (Koch, 2002). Another motive concerns some approaches in engineering design that lack 
framing (i.e. do not consider other possible alternatives and lead the decision-maker to overlook 
these alternatives which might offer a better solution. Moreover, some tools in engineering 
design are driven by one decision, such as Six Sigma, in which the decision is to always pursue 
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better quality—even though that may not be a good business strategy. Moreover, research shows 
how to update uncertainties or even eliminate the by using Bayesian‘s update, and hence 
calculate the value of information and experimentation. 
1.5.1 Scope of the research  
 Engineering design is a wide area to explore. Furthermore, there is strong support that 
using decision analysis in engineering design will lead to a better decision-making process.  
Therefore, research is intended but not limited to following goals: 
 Study the economic impact of Six Sigma and improve the decision-making process by 
incorporating uncertainties and other available alternatives.  
 Apply decision analysis in product development testing for two cases: deterministic and 
stochastic. 
1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WORK 
This research studies two important infrastructural manufacturing decisions: quality 
improvement and testing in product development. This research is the first analytical model that 
helps to improve quality decision-making with Six Sigma by incorporating available alternatives 
and uncertainties. This is the only normative approach that helps manufacturing community 
making good decisions in improving quality and testing in product development. Many tools 
used especially in the project selection phase in manufacturing are based on arbitrariness scale, 
which could not handle uncertainties and don‘t have economical evaluations. This research 
filters out the decision to improve quality in four main elements: cost of implementing Six 
Sigma, cost of poor quality (i.e., defects‘ cost), attitude toward risk, and firm size and type. The 
goal is to see how these proposed elements affect the optimal level of quality in order to provide 
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a guideline in quality improvement decisions.  It also intends to let companies pay attention to 
other alternatives besides improving quality, using Six Sigma (using illustrative examples 
throughout). Target setting in Six Sigma is not a normative decision-making process. The 
literature suggests the use of the non-normative approach when evaluating the Six Sigma project. 
It is known that project selection is an important factor for Six Sigma success. This prioritization 
selection is based on subjective judgment (Antony, 2004). This research not only helps in 
providing a normative approach; it also provides an economical impact for Six Sigma for which 
the literature is lacking. Moreover, it evaluates the near perfection variation and to what extent 
that approach is worthwhile for preventing similar consequences—as was the case with the 
previously-mentioned southern U.S. electric company. That particular company followed the 
stimulus of Six Sigma and committed to it, but received undesired results. It took the company 
four years to finally abandon Six Sigma after spending nearly $65 million. This case was 
documented by Chakravorty (2009). He concluded that escalating commitment was the main 
reason why the company failed to implement Six Sigma. Escalating commitment refers to the 
propensity of the decision-maker to over-commit to a course of action. This is due to the ―sunk 
cost effect.‖ The main questions are: Where is the economical evaluation of Six Sigma? Why it 
is worthwhile to reduce the variation to near perfection? Moreover, the research shows that what 
works for company X might not work for company Y. The southern U.S. electric company, for 
example, was convinced that Six Sigma would be worthwhile given the successful case studies 
of GE and Motorola. On the contrary, these companies that implement Six Sigma ―successfully‖ 
may be lucky and have a good outcome. In addition, Six Sigma helps reduce the operating cost 
but Motorola, for example, was losing its market share (Shahabuddin, 2008). The sad ending of 
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the story—selling the entire company to another investor really raises a big question mark about 
Six Sigma. Empirical studies of economic impact of performance adopting total quality 
management are inconclusive (Terviovski and Samson, 2000; Freiesleben, 2010). Another 
significance aspect of the research is that ―a model for effectively guiding the implementation of 
Six Sigma programs is not available‖ (Chakravortyb, 2009). 
Table ‎1-1: A summary of cost estimates of the Six Sigma for a southern U.S. electric company 
(Adopted from Chakravorty, 2009). 
Date Cost Estimate Project Status 
June 2004 $0.25 million Launch Six Sigma program 
January 2005 $1.23 million  
June 2005 $2.11 million  
September 2006 $5.29 million 
a
  
October 2007 $9.31 million 
b
  
June 2008 $23.62 million 
c
  
October 2008 $24.93 million 
c
 Abandon Six Sigma program 
a 
included cost of production outsourcing and temporary workers 
b
 included cost of many new CNC machines, tools and software systems 
c
 included storage, sorting, and material handling systems 
 
 In the second area of this research (testing in product development), a general approach 
has developed for deterministic and stochastic processes. The optimal testing strategy, which 
includes number and timing of tests, is obtained for any general design error function and 
redesign cost. The existing model in sequential testing in product development has some 
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limitations and therefore a need for a general approach for deterministic and stochastic processes 
is essential. Attitude toward risk has an effect on the frequency of testing in a stochastic domain.  
1.7 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 Decision Analysis is an ideal tool to use in engineering design, given its strength in 
capturing uncertainties, evaluating prospects, and thoroughly framing a design problem. A 
Decision Analysis approach is developed to help engineers make normative decision in two 
important areas: quality control and testing in product development. The method starts with the 
decision hierarchy in order to frame the design problem precisely. Next, relevant information is 
gathered throughout the literature survey. Then a decision analysis mathematical model is 
developed to further investigate this design problem. The aim is to bring to the surface some 
managerial insights regarding some engineering design tools that could lead to a non-beneficial 
solution and non-normative decision-making. The research suggests a normative approach that 
resolves all these concerns into one decision analytical model. It helps to see where reducing 
variability (reducing manufacturing cost) and exceeding customer expectation (product 
performance) leads, which is clearly worthwhile. The practical question is: Is improving quality 
of the product worthwhile, and is ―process zero defect‖ a worthwhile economic objective? What 
else can the company do? What influences the decision with regard to Six Sigma? When is 
continuing performance improvement beneficial? What factors should be included when 
adopting Six Sigma as a business initiative? How do market characteristics affect the benefit of 
Six Sigma (reducing process variability)? How worthwhile is it to improve the manufacturing 
process? 
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 To help answer all the above concerns and thus improve the Six Sigma methodology, the 
concept ―quality‖ means more features and thus increasing what the customer wants or, 
alternately, reducing defective units. Freiesleben (2010) defines quality as better matching 
customer needs into a given market segment. Locascio and Thurston (1993 and 1994) convert 
QFD into a normative approach: multi-attribute. While Six Sigma gained attention in the design 
community it did not use the normative approach. The multi attribute methodology obtained in 
using normative QFD yields a score that represents customer satisfaction and thus meets the 
quality definition proposed by Freiesleben (2010). 
 
Figure ‎1-5: Quality definition (adopted from Freiesleben, 2010). 
Sutton (2006) listed nine key factors that should be incorporated when considering Six 
Sigma. One important key is to understand the customer and identify the customer‘s key 
attributes. These key attributes are captured by using a normative multi-attribute formula with 
QFD or by using a value-driven design (value function). Moreover, this research includes 
different variability surrounding manufacturing. Some of the proposed uncertainties are 
explained by Huchzermeier and Loch (2001) (Figure 1-6). These five types of variability are: 
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project lead time, market payoff, requirement, performance, and budget. Many tools in Six 
Sigma decision-making either simplify these uncertainties using a risk priority number (RPN) or 
include them in the project selection matrix as a criterion. The companies tend to focus more on 
the implementation phases of Six Sigma and ignore the most important phase, which is the 
―define‖ phase.  
 
Figure ‎1-6: Five types of variability that a firm should consider in Six Sigma decision-making (adopted 
Huchzermeier and Loch, 2001). 
The proposed methodology is to combine the manufacturing and marketing decisions so 
that there is no conflict across the organization. The objective is to maximize total profit across 
the organization. To have a more precise view of the business aspect of Six Sigma, one should 
involve the core objective of Six Sigma (reducing process variability and thus eliminating defect 
cost) with marketing decisions (revenue management) so that an economical Six Sigma 
evaluation can be computed. The decision analytic model helps any company that chooses to 
implement Six Sigma to obtain a visible future economical result and then render a final 
decision. This is to avoid overlooking any available option. Figure 1-7 illustrates the joint 
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marketing and manufacturing model stages and tasks. These include marketing research 
(customer-needs identification and product attributes specification), product development (which 
includes product architecture definition, subsystem identification, prototyping and interfaces), 
manufacturing (which includes process design for ramp-up and full production), and supply 
chain design (which may involve a large number of suppliers). 
 
Figure ‎1-7: The joint manufacturing and marketing model investigated throughout the research. 
Testing in product development is essential to improve quality and reliability of products. 
A test‘s cost generally involves the cost and the time used in equipment, material, human 
resources, and facilities. The cost can be very high—such as crashing a new car—or it can be at 
low cost—such as testing a chemical compound. Some essential benefits when performing tests 
during the product development process include gathering more information about product 
features, solving early designs problems that can evolve at later stages, and compiling customers 
feedback before official launching the product. A mathematical model using decision analysis 
will be developed to discover optimal timing, and frequency of testing may be employed for 
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different product development processes. The product development process varies throughout 
different aspects such as product types, testing types, or even the errors‘ generating process. 
 
Figure ‎1-8: Decision quality chain to be implemented in the model. 
Figure 1-8 illustrates the elements for a good decision. Most companies that follow this stimulus 
might have one or more elements missing. For example, Six Sigma has one alternative, which 
might be economical—to improve process quality and reduce variability. However, the firm may 
overlook other available alternative that could generate more profit. This research raises the issue 
of decision-making when implementing Six Sigma. Studies show that many firms unfortunately 
fail to either implement Six Sigma or to obtain economical results. This could be due a bad 
outcome rather than a bad decision, but how is one to know if it is a result of a bad outcome or a 
bad decision unless a deep study on how Six Sigma was implemented or whether the elements in 
Figure 1-8 were considered—particularly in the case of the unsuccessful story documented by 
Chakravorty (2009)? 
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Figure ‎1-9: Overall PhD Model combines Six Sigma, Testing, and Value Calculation. 
The influence diagram in Figure 1-9 illustrates the overall methodology in this research. 
Some of the chapters and sections may have different relaxing assumptions for purposes of 
insight. The objective throughout this research is to describe a method of maximizing profit. The 
influence diagram is a time snapshot (i.e., it is applicable for a certain period of time). The 
problem addressed is not dynamic, and time will be added for future research. Using the 
normative approach (expected utility) several managerial insights can be generated. The 
influence diagram has four decision nodes, two deterministic nodes, and six uncertainty nodes, 
plus one value node. The decisions involved are price, product type, improvement of the 
manufacturing process, and early testing in product development. The firm has the following 
uncertainties: competitor performance, product demand, the manufacturing process (defective or 
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good), manufacturing cost, and defective cost. The deterministic nodes (cost and revenue) are 
determined by knowing all the elements involved. For example, revenue is simply, demand 
multiplied by price. The value node is profit, which is, revenue minus total cost. The arrow in the 
diagram means influence. This research gives an introductory to the normative approach in 
manufacturing and how manufacturing companies ought to make decisions.  
Decision Analysis is used to help engineering a design process ―make good.‖ Most 
engineering design problem deals with finding ―optimal‖ solutions or best outcomes. However, 
uncertainties make it difficult to guarantee the best outcome. It is essential to emphasize the 
following axiom: ―good decision‖ does not mean ―good outcome.‖ Sometimes one makes a good 
decision but has a bad outcome and vice-versa. The analysis here helps make ―good‖ decisions 
but does not guarantee a ―good‖ outcome.  A good decision is a logical decision based on 
uncertainties, values, and preferences of the decision-maker. By making a good decision, one 
will probably ensure a high percentage of favorable outcomes.         
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CHAPTER 2:      LITERATURE REVIEW  
2.1 SIX SIGMA BASIC CONCEPTS 
“Hey guys, can you do Six Sigma a favor and highlight where it does not work?”  
-Michael Berg (2006). 
Companies take planned quality measures to guarantee that their products and services 
offered are consistent and reliable and meet their customers' needs. Quality definition as stated in 
business dictionaries is the measure of excellence or state of being free from defects, 
deficiencies, and significant variations. Companies attempt to increase their market share and 
thus increase profit by investing in quality. However, investing in quality without considering 
other alternatives such as a new service or product is not effective and may lead to an 
unsuccessful business strategy. For example, a firm can be indifferent with regard to raising its 
current quality level of an existing product or producing totally a new product.  
Generally, defective units are the ones that do not meet the customer‘s satisfaction level. 
In quality control these defective units are either above or below the upper/lower specification 
limits. The number of standard deviations between the process mean and the specification limits 
is given in sigma units. Motorola is believed to be the founder of Six Sigma—in the early 1980s.  
This belief was widely accepted thereafter by various industrial organizations such as GE, Sony, 
and AlliedSignal. Six Sigma‘s objective is to reduce process variation and thus eliminate the 
chance of having defective units. Additionally, its objective is to have a process that operates 
with 3.4 defects per million opportunities (DPMO). To achieve this goal, the distance between 
the process mean and the nearest specification limit must be six sigma in a Six Sigma contest. 
The figure 3.4 DPMO refers to a 4.5 sigma level in normal distribution because it has been 
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shown experimentally that the statistical mean of a manufacturing process is likely to shift by 1.5 
sigma in the long run. There is a difference of 1.5 between the normal distribution and the Six 
Sigma table as shown below  
Table ‎2-1: Differences between Six Sigma and Normal Distribution Tables. 
 Six Sigma Normal Distribution 
Sigma Percent good % DPMO Percent good % DPMO 
1 30.23 697,700 68.26 317,000 
2 69.1267 308,733 95.45 45,400 
3 93.3197 66,803 99.73 2700 
4 99.38 6200 99.9937 63 
5 99.9767 233 99.999943 0.57 
6 99.99966 3.4 99.9999998 0.2 
 
Having 4.5 sigma level means facing a deal with a 99.6 % probability of having a non-
defective unit and with a 0.4% possibility of having a defective unit. Although it sounds great to 
have a process that produces zero defective units, to do so would likely be expensive or simply 
unnecessary.  For example, having a defective medical tablet may result in a human death or 
serious medical complications compared to non-defective unit, which has a profit of a few 
dollars per tablet. But the event of selling a defective unit without prediction is commonly slim. 
One metric used to measure process quality is defects per million opportunities. This metric 
could be misleading because sometimes an organization may not have a million opportunities. 
This metric is to exaggerate the defect and does not take into account the fact that this situation 
involves uncertainty (i.e., the outcome is not known). The methodology proposed in this research 
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is based on normal distribution with mean and variance. The success probability is simply the 
region found within the specification limit. In addition, the 1.5 sigma shift as proposed by 
Motorola may be arbitrary or could be a special case. The reason is that not every company X 
used the same manufacturing processes as Motorola or GE. The following table lists process 
quality for various industries (McCarty et. al., 2004).  
Table ‎2-2: Process quality for various industries. 
IRS phone-in tax advice 2.2 sigma level 
Restaurant bills and payroll processing 2.9 sigma level 
Average company 3.0 sigma level 
U.S. Navy aircraft accidents 5.7 sigma level 
Airline baggage handling  3.2 sigma level 
Airline industry fatality 6.2 sigma level 
Watch off 2 seconds every 31 years 6.0 sigma level 
 
At present, economic crises force firms and organizations to face difficult scenarios in 
which they should act wisely. These scenarios can be external—such as merging into a one large 
firm—or internal—such as production quality or hiring/firing employees. Decision Analysis can 
help firms during such economic cases make normative decisions. Decision Analysis can be used 
in order to establish guidelines and illustrates why investing in quality (using Six Sigma) may 
not be effective without considering other alternatives. In addition, the availability of the three 
main decision bases makes a solid case for decision analysis. The bases are: the alternatives a 
firm has (i.e., declare bankruptcy, work on existing product quality…etc.) the information based 
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on what they know (i.e., marketing information, a government‘s economic policies…etc.) and 
last, the preference—which in our case is profit.  
The analysis first focuses in the Six Sigma tool to improve the existing quality of the 
firm. The decision should be implemented wisely—i.e., firms should improve quality up to 
certain level beyond which pursuing a tighter quality is not economical. Next, compare the 
option of improving quality to other available options in order to increase profit. Also, one may 
question that even when Six Sigma is implemented through the DAMIC (Define-Analyze-
Measure-Improve-Control) framework it may not lead to its expected goal or basically desired 
quality level—which leaves room for uncertainties.  In engineering design, performance of the 
design may be very different from its expected value due to the errors or uncertainties in the 
design process. 
 The American Society for Quality (ASQ) defines quality as, ―a subjective term for which 
each person has his or her own definition‖ (American Society 2002). In technical usage, quality 
has two meanings: the ability to satisfy stated or implies needs and, second, a product or service 
free of deficiencies ―doing things right all the time‖ (Yang and EL-Haik, 2003). Thus quality is 
customer-oriented and involves a measure of customer satisfaction. To illustrate why a 99% 
mark in quality is not good enough, consider the following facts (Harry, 1987; Schmidt and 
Finnegan, 1992; Pyzdek and Keller, 2009): 
 At O‘Hare International Airport, 99% means two plane crashes per day; 
 99% in mail service means16, 000 pieces of lost mail per hour; 
 In credit cards 99% will result in 270 million incorrect transactions in the U.S. each year; 
 99% means one hour of unsafe drinking water monthly; 
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 In medical surgery 99% leads to 500 incorrect surgical operations per week; 
 99% means about seven hours per month with no electricity; 
 A single large bank will experience 54,000 checks loss per night; 
 99% leads to 200,000 incorrectly issued prescriptions annually.   
Thus a comprehensive analysis that takes into consideration cost, attitude toward risk, cost of 
poor quality (defective cost), and other financial options is necessary. Cost obviously plays a 
major role in raising the quality level because having an outstanding quality level means paying 
more, and vice-versa. Therefore, a company might not consider raising its quality level because 
it requires basically sound financial steps such as replacing tools, employees training, etc. Total 
quality cost can be described as total defective units cost and compliance cost. As quality level 
increases, the defects cost clearly will decrease due to having a lower number of defective units. 
However, the compliance cost will also increase, due to the higher inspection cost (Juran, 1979).  
 
Figure ‎2-1: Total Quality Cost. 
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Figure 2.1 indicates that there is an optimal level in quality that balances the tradeoff 
between the defective unit cost and the compliance cost. Other literature suggests that the 
assumption of the compliance cost rises asymptotically can be relaxed and thus 100% quality 
level is optimal in some scenarios (Schneiderman, 1986). Breyfogle (1999) indicates that there 
are hidden costs for poor quality and thus companies fail to include those because of their 
concentration on prevention and appraisal costs.  
2.2 SIX SIGMA AS A BUSINESS INITIATIVE 
Six Sigma has two aspects: business and statistical. In business this means to meet and 
exceed customer satisfaction. The statistical objective is to reduce the process variation to near 
perfection.  It is defined as ―a quality-management philosophy concentrating on identifying, 
quantifying, and driving out errors in business processes and in the design of new products, 
through leadership, customer-centric goals, teamwork, customer-focused metrics, and control of 
costs‖ (Lloréns-Montes and Monila, 2006). While Six Sigma has gained attention in American 
companies (Motorola, GE), other leading quality companies have not even heard about it. 
Shahabuddin (2008) narrates a story about a group of American consultants who went to Japan 
to tour Toyota City. The consultants asked Toyota engineers, ―When did Toyota start using Six 
Sigma?‖ After a period of silence the engineers responded, ―What is Six Sigma?‖ Companies 
have saved money with Six Sigma; however, many other companies have failed to include Six 
Sigma costs. Many conflicting examples raise the issue of why companies that have adopted Six 
Sigma may or may not save money. Some industries claim that adopting Six Sigma has a great 
economic impact: for example, General Electric had a net income exceeding $2 billion in 1999 
(General Electric Company, 1999).   Xerox implemented Six Sigma but has lower quality 
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compare to Cannon. DuPont, claiming to use Six Sigma, had an operating profit decline (before 
taxes) from $5981 million in 1996 to $2214 million in 2002 (Shahabuddin, 2008). This research 
emphasizes that what it is best for one company might be worse or, the worst for another. Ruffa 
(2008) mentioned an example of how Six Sigma affects innovation and leaves little room for 
using a different approach. He stated that when 3M applied Six Sigma, it succeeded in lowering 
its operating cost, but its sales dropped by one-third to one-fourth its previous sales and its 
reputation for innovation has stumbled from number one to number seven on Boston Consulting 
Group's Most Innovative Companies list. Sanapati (2004) mentioned an opinion given by 
Gordon Bethune, CEO of Continental Airlines, ―Our customers do not measure six standard 
deviations. They just say, ‗I want my bag and I kind of liked the pasta.‘ That‘s the definition of 
success.‖ The cost for Six Sigma is quite high. For example, Six Sigma Academy in Scottsdale, 
Arizona, charges fees to the tune of $1 million per corporate client (Sanapati, 2004). Brue (2002) 
indicated that managers hesitate to take the Six Sigma initiatives because of quality costs, which 
commonly include direct payroll costs, consulting costs, training costs, and improvement costs. 
Six Sigma is a widely accepted tool for minimizing the process variation and thereby 
eliminates the chance of having defective units. Although Six Sigma is a great tool, it misses 
some fine details, especially when the whole picture is included. In details, working on quality 
assurance and minimizing the chance of defective units might not be beneficial with regard to 
producing totally new products or selling the whole company or even declaring bankruptcy. 
Breyfogle (1999), in two books, suggested that when assessing Six Sigma, an organization 
should consider other choices: doing nothing, creating Six Sigma initiatives, or creating a Six 
Sigma business strategy. He also mentioned that a Six Sigma business strategy should be more 
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beneficial if applied wisely. Moreover, Breyfogle (1999) suggested that an organization should 
compare the cost of doing nothing to the cost of doing something, in order to make a wise 
decision. However, in DA the cost of doing nothing is simply zero, and therefore, it is wise to do 
something if it is beneficial. Schroeder et al. (2008) argued that Six Sigma tools and techniques 
are similar to earlier approaches to quality management, but they provide an organizational 
structure that helps organizations more rigorously control process improvement activities. 
Schroeder also emphasized that Six Sigma gains momentum in industry while little research has 
been conducted on this aspect of it. Kwak and Anbari (2006) focused on the successful 
implementation of Six Sigma. They argued that for Six Sigma to be effective it requires time and 
commitment within the organization. However, in our analysis we take the main principle of Six 
Sigma, namely, to improve quality by minimizing the number of defective units by means of 
narrowing process variation. Harry and Crawford (2005) mentioned that Six Sigma has helped 
the U.S. manufacturing industry improve and remain engaged with their customers. On the other 
hand, it is commonly accepted that the U.S. economy is losing manufacturing, and the assertion 
that Six Sigma is of help is based on unproven and unrealistic assumptions. In addition, 
companies that have adopted Six Sigma are losing money and cannot claim that their products or 
services are better than their competitors, who have not adopted Six Sigma (Shahabuddin, 2008).  
The idea of quality decision is also found in inventory control literature, specifically in 
EPL (Economic Production Lot size) with respect to imperfect production. The majority of 
research has focused on finding the optimal lot sizing, based on the aspect that the production 
process may shift from ―in-control‖ to ―out-of-control‖ during this process (Rosenblatt and Lee, 
1986; Khouja and Mehrez, 1994; Lo et.al. 2007; Liao, 2007; Sana, 2009). 
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A wider picture is included in which the firm has other alternatives, such as producing 
totally new products, or selling the firm, or even declaring bankruptcy. This thesis employs 
Decision Analysis to present an overview in Six Sigma and includes the bigger picture which 
encompasses other alternatives, quality cost, operating process (i.e., the number of production or 
service stages), and risk aversion coefficient. Moreover, it studies the effect of some key factors 
on Six Sigma in order to explain why it works for some companies and does not for others. 
These elements include cost, attitude toward risk, the firm‘s size (i.e., the number of process 
stages) and finally, other cost implications with regard to the number of defective units. The 
definition of ―wise implementation of Six Sigma‖ does not include over-spending to reach the 
impractical level of 3.4 DPMO, and every organization should have an optimal quality level 
based on the four key elements discussed above. The objective is to maximize a company‘s net 
profit by choosing the best available alternative. The case study presented by Chakravorty 
(2009), in which an electrical company in the southern U.S. adopted Six Sigma as a business 
initiative given its recognition of previous successful cases of Six Sigma indicates how a 
company may rush to improve its process variation without evaluating its economic impact—
even though at the same time, the marketing vice president (VP) in the company doubted that Six 
Sigma increased sales. This supports the present research by illustrating how companies in 
manufacturing make decisions. Recently, 3M and Home Depot abandoned their Six Sigma 
business initiatives due to their negative impact on their employees as well as customer 
satisfaction (Hindo, 2007; Hindo and Grow, 2007). Sixty percent of companies adopted Six 
Sigma as a business initiative failed to yield desired results (Del Angel and Pritchard, 2008).  
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2.3 SIX SIGMA PROJECT SELECTION 
Success or failure of Six Sigma deployment in a business process hinges on selecting 
projects that fit a company‘s situation or circumstances (Kumar et. al., 2008). It is agreed that the 
selection of the right Six Sigma project is one of the most sensitive elements in the deployment 
of Six Sigma (Antony, Antony and Kumar, 2007; Gijo and Rao, 2005; Pandey, 2007; Snee and 
Rodebaugh, 2002). Most Six Sigma literature, however, demonstrates an integration of proper 
tools at each step of the method (Breyfogle, 1999). The importance of this phase in Six Sigma, 
however, has been given less attention than other areas in the study of Six Sigma. Brady and 
Allen (2006) mentioned in their literature surveys that show that about 10% focused on this 
aspect, while top management commitment garnered about half of the focus. The economic 
consequences of Six Sigma had been lacking for a long time, as the literature focused more on 
best-practice case studies (Linderman et. al. 2003; Freiesleben, 2010). In addition, Tkáç and 
Lyocsa (2009) suggested that a project leader may have a lack of financial evaluation regarding a 
Six Sigma project. Therefore, the need for a normative approach that links the objective of Six 
Sigma (i.e., reducing the process variation) to the economic impact (i.e., profit) is vital. 
According to Hammer (2002), Six Sigma employs a project methodology for solving 
performance in a way that meets customer expectations. Parast (2010) emphasized that to gain 
the best return on its use of Six Sigma, a company needs to satisfy customer needs while 
continuing to monitor the formation of new markets or customers. There is no doubt that a firm 
can benefit from Six Sigma when its project includes economic evaluation and includes the 
environment of uncertainty. There is a growing concern that Six Sigma is more effective in a 
stable industry (Auto industry) rather than in a dynamic industry (computer industry) (Ittner and 
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Larcker, 1997; Parast, 2010). Savage and Gupta (2002), from Motorola, illustrated an objective 
method to select a Six Sigma project using a selection matrix. They added, ―because of the 
subjectivity and vagueness of the industry guidelines, the Supply Chain at Motorola developed a 
Six Sigma matrix.‖ The general overview of the selection matrix is shown in Table 2-3.  The 
matrix itself raises the vagueness and lack of a clear objective. For example, they suggested that 
the uncertainty and variability in the project is a criterion and can be rated on a scale from 0-5. 
First, uncertainty cannot be a criterion (attribute). Second, scaling uncertainty is not normative, 
as uncertainty refers to the probability that an event will happen. The uncertainty of Six Sigma 
projects involves the technical aspect, technology change, and a new market. Su and Chou 
(2008) note, ―It does not matter how different or unique a project is, there is no doubt that every 
project contains some degree of uncertainty.‖ 
Table ‎2-3: Six Sigma project selection matrix. 
 
Despite all the uncertainties involved, the project selection in Six Sigma uses a non-
normative approach such as the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Kumar et. al., 2006; 
Pyzdek, 2003). It is known in the decision-making community that AHP has a ―rank reversal‖ 
issue. In details, adding  or  removing  one alternative  may change the preference ranking of the  
Six Sigma project selection
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alternative. Moreover, the AHP cannot calculate the value of information.  In order to overcome 
uncertainties in AHP, Su and Chou (2008) proposed the use of Failure Mode Effect Analysis 
(AFME) in combination with AHP. However, FMEA is a non-normative approach and is not 
effective for modeling uncertainties in the project. The failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) 
is a reliability form of analysis. FMEA was originally used by the U.S. military to evaluate the 
impact of system and equipment failures with regard to mission success. Simply put, the risk 
(uncertainty) is given as a number (Risk Priority Number, RPN) calculated by multiplying 
severity, occurrence and detection (i.e. RPN=Severity× Occurrence ×Detection). Given all these 
uncertainties, RPN can handle them with a measure of doubt and indeed it is an arbitrary 
approach. Recently, Büyüközkan and Öztürkcana (2010) used a combined decision-making 
approach of AHP and Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DMTEL). Since the 
AHP method cannot handle interdependence in evaluation criteria, ANP was developed (Yazgan, 
Boran, and Goztepe, 2009). Wang et. al. (2008) developed a unique decision system—support 
utilities—a multi-objective formulation for project portfolio selection problems in manufacturing 
companies. Other methods used in this area include fuzzy logic (Chen and Chen, 2008; Yang and 
Hsieh, 2009; Huang et. al. 2009). Much literature in project selection is either best practice or 
abstractive. For example, Pande et al. (2001) and Zhang (2003) only proposed influence factors 
involving Six Sigma project selection. Freiesleben (2010) indicated profit as a measure 
influenced by a variety of parameters; understanding the economic effects of Six Sigma requires 
a clear conceptual basis. This basis has been lacking for a long time as research largely revolved 
around best practice case studies (Linderman et. al., 2004). Finally, Antony (2008) emphasized 
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that the academic world has indeed a crucial role to play to bridge the gap between theory and 
practice of Six Sigma in order to improve the existing methodology in Six Sigma.  
2.4 SIX SIGMA DECISION 
In order to frame the design problem correctly, we start with the decision hierarchy. The 
following hierarchy, shown in Figure 2-2, shows how decision analysis helps companies make 
―good‖ decisions, including the route of Six Sigma that is used to improve their current quality 
level. Six Sigma has always one decision, namely, to improve quality, which leads companies to 
overlook the available alternatives that essentially maximize their profit. Therefore, it is essential 
to first consider all possible scenarios before taking the Six Sigma path. Moreover, Del Angel 
and Pritchard (2008) pointed out that Six Sigma cannot be implemented in isolation and it should 
be part of a holistic improvement strategy. For instance, Kodak discontinued its iconic 
Kodachrome color film in 2009 due to dropping sales as photographers embraced newer Kodak 
films or digital imaging technology. Therefore, having the best quality in producing Kodachrome 
color film will not help Kodak raise its sales because of market change. In Figure 2-2, the 
company stated that it wanted to stay in the market, and this is taken as a given. Moreover, it will 
decide later based on a decision whether or not to merge with another company. Decision within 
Six Sigma is presented by Kumara et. al. (2008) to find the best alternative that maximizes the 
sigma level of a process under certain budget constraints. Pyzdek and Keller (2009) illustrate that 
it takes roughly five years for a company with an initial 3-sigma level to reach a six sigma level. 
Some Six Sigma literature uses a benefit-cost ratio to make a Six Sigma decision (Hu et.al. 
2008). DA shows that using ratios guides decision-makers to make miserable decisions. For 
example, compare two projects: project (1) cost $1M and has a benefit of $10M, while project 
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(2) costs $1K and has a benefit of $100K. Benefit-cost ratio tells you to choose project (2), but 
most CEOs will go for project (1). Six Sigma was successfully implemented in health care 
service. The reason is that these case studies have a well-defined objective to reduce one metric 
such as waiting time in emergency rooms or utilizing CT scans effectively (Johnson et. al., 2010; 
Wijma et. al. 2009; Chen, 2009).  
There is an economic quality level beyond which pursing a tighter quality level may 
outweigh the benefit of Six Sigma. Moreover, quality improvement may not be an economical 
business strategy, so it is essential to include all available options and evaluate them to choose 
the best one. Bayus et al. (1997) addressed the question of when should a firm introduce a new 
product and what should its performance level be? The authors discussed a detailed case study 
for the digital assistant industry. However, the model was a game-theoretical model of entry 
timing and product performance level of a new product. The model assumed that every firm in 
the market has the same capabilities and has discussed the time at which to introduce the new 
product to market relative to market‘s leader introduction time. 
 
Figure ‎2-2: The company decision hierarchy for the current analysis.  
Stay in market
-New product
-Improve Existing Quality Level
- Sell current process to other 
company
-Merging with other company .
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Thomsett (2005) and others acknowledge that Six Sigma has an impractical goal, but they 
use it as a target. They suggested that an organization find its current statistical sigma and 
implement changes to improve it. The goal is to have a 3.4 DPMO, but real world applications 
show that there is a quality target, at which point it is not cost effective to pursue a tighter level 
of quality (Brusse, 2006). Our mathematical model works within those suggestions and the focus 
is on the possibility of having a defective unit, which is defined as being any unit that is out of 
the specification limit.  It is also important to notice that some Six Sigma literature uses cost as 
its criteria to make decisions, which could lead one to ignore some available alternatives that cost 
more but could be more profitable. The analysis employed here focuses on profit. 
2.5 TESTING IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT  
Research in testing provides different angles through which some view testing in product 
development as a way to select the best alternative design, and others analyze it as a tool with 
which to discover early design errors. Erat and Kavadias (2008) developed a model to study 
learning and the correlation between alternative designs in testing. They further defined testing in 
two phases: the exploration phase (or, gathering information about the design), and the 
exploitation phase, in which the design team arrives at their design configuration. Along the 
same lines, Dahan and Mendelson (2000) developed an extreme value model to test a design 
concept to search for the most profitable design solution. They studied the tradeoff between 
benefits and costs of parallel testing. Later, Loch et. al. (2001) studied testing in parallel and 
sequential settings to balance the tradeoff between learning and cost. Parallel testing has the 
advantage of proceeding rapidly but does not take advantage of learning in sequential testing.   
Lamperez and Huang (1994) generated a mathematical model to study the optimal sampling and 
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number of tests on software in order to obtain a certain quality level that meets the customers‘ 
demands. One industrial type that tests their products during its developing process is software 
industries. Microsoft builds its software based on a process called ―synchronize and stabilize,‖ 
with periodic testing (Cusumano and Selby, 1995). However, frequent testing is different from 
one industrial type to another. Empirical evidence shows that early frequent testing is desirable 
in some projects but not in others—such as the automotive industry (Thomke and Bell, 2001). 
One way to manage uncertainties in product development is prototyping (Wheelwright and Clark 
1992; Ulrich and Eppinger, 1994).   Morali and Soyer (2002) studied optimal stopping in 
software testing. They developed a sequential decision model to find the optimal release time. 
Testing is also viewed as a tool to select the best design alternatives in product development. 
Loch el. al. (2001) studied parallel and sequential testing in product development. Their aim was 
to find the optimal testing strategy that minimizes total testing cost. Earlier studies involved 
generating alternatives and testing them against requirements, needs, and constraints (Simon, 
1969). Fang (1986) stated that the cost of reworking errors becomes higher the later these errors 
are reworked in the process. Therefore, every test should be designed to find and fix errors as 
early in the process as possible. Cusumano and Selby (1997) clearly stated that fixing errors 
periodically through ―synchronize and stabilize‖ proceeds better than fixing all errors at once at 
the end of the project. Moreover, Boehm et. al. (1984) conducted an experiment including seven 
software teams. The main results of the experiment showed that prototyping yielded products 
with roughly equivalent performance, but with about 40% less code and 45% less effort.    
Testing in product development (PD) is often related to quality and reliability, which have 
an influence on product marketability. Cohen et al. (1996) generated a mathematical model of 
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time-to-market decisions, given a fixed performance level. Along similar lines, Calantone and Di 
Benedetto (2000) addressed the same tradeoff (i.e., between product performance and time-to-
market) when product development phases are overlapped and jointly working toward 
performance improvement. Other researchers studied PD in a stochastic manner, as one major 
issue is failure at the testing and integration phase during PD. In general, a test generates 
information and there is a cost to incorporating this information to enhance product performance 
(Yassine et al., 2008). The model adopted in this research is a generalization of the model first 
generated by Thomke and Bell (2001). Although the model has several interesting insights, the 
simplifying assumptions limit the use of the optimal solution for more general cases.  
Testing in general is used to clear some aspects and issues in the product design or feature 
before it is released to the manufacturing phase, in which the quality of the manufacturing phase 
reduces or enlarges product defects. This research suggests that there are two types of defects: 
product defects (i.e., lack of a feature or ill-designed) and process defects (i.e., a defect is due to 
a manufacturing process producing a product outside specification limits.  
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CHAPTER 3:      A DECISION ANALYSIS VIEW OF SIX SIGMA (UNIVARIATE) 
A decision analytic model is presented in this chapter to incorporate, in addition to 
improving quality to a fixed sigma level (i.e. fit sigma in current Six Sigma literature), other 
alternatives. The process quality is modeled as a binary process (i.e., the unit produced is either 
good or defective).  
3.1 DECISION ANALYTIC MODEL 
3.1.1 Nomenclature  
N        : Total Number of units produced. 
r         : Number of good units. 
Ps          : Probability that a unit is within specification limits. 
USL   : Upper Specification Limit. 
LSL   : Lower Specification Limit. 
n        : Number of standard deviations between the mean and the specification limits. 
P       : Price per unit. 
c        : Manufacturing cost per unit. 
Π       : Total Profit. 
Sigma:   Standard deviation. 
a        : Cost per achieving a sigma level between the mean and the nearest specification limit. 
b        : Setup cost encounters with the decision of improving quality. 
α        : A parameter to capture the nature of increasing quality function.  
μ        : Percentage of profit to cover quality expenses.  
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3.1.2 Exploring alternatives 
Consider a firm that desires to maximize profit by making decisions on choosing among 
the available alternatives. The firm may have many other alternatives beside the ones illustrated 
below (Figure 1), such as those that declare bankruptcy. The firm can merge with another 
company to improve its financial performance or to procure a more complete set of product 
selections. In 2001, HP and Compaq merged into an $87 billion global technology leader. 
Another alternative is to produce totally new products, since the current product may be obsolete 
or toward the end of its life cycle. Moreover, the firm can also sell the current production 
process. In 2008, Sony sold its game ship facility to Toshiba for $835 million. The firm may wait 
for a better offer in the future and thus keep the status quo (i.e., do nothing).  This research 
recommends that the firm first explore its options in order to make a good decision. One option 
is to improve manufacturing quality by wisely implementing Six Sigma.  
 
Figure ‎3-1: The decision tree representation for the firm strategy.  
Maximize
Profit 
Alternatives                                         Profit
New Product
Sell the Current Process
Keep Status Quo Temporarily 
Adopt Six Sigma
Improve process quality
Merge into/with 
another company
Sigma level
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3.1.3 Quantifying uncertainty in improving quality 
Suppose the firm decides to improve its process quality in order to meet or exceed its 
customers‘ level of satisfaction. The product has a deficiency when it does not meet the 
requirements of the customer or that of governmental and environmental regulation.  There exists 
an acceptable range beyond which the product or the service is considered to be defective. This 
range is set by customers‘ needs and the regulations under which a design takes place (i.e., 
constraints). Due to the manufacturing process, or varied or uncontrollable environments, a 
product or a service can fall outside this acceptable range. Thus a good product is the one that is 
produced within an acceptable range. The probability of success is, Ps. The task at hand then 
becomes a matter of defining an acceptable range within the specification limits. A good region 
can be specified by one specification limit within which it is bounded from the bottom or the top. 
The upper specification limit is USL and the lower specification limit is LSL. 
 
Figure ‎3-2: Different normally distributed processes with different defective regions. 
 
s
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Define the probability of success Ps as the probability that the unit is within specification limits. 
The measurement, S, can be geometric dimension, food taste, time etc.   
                                                  sP P LSL S USL                                                    (3.1)  
Define an upper specification limit as          and a lower specification limit as     
    , where μ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the manufacturing process 
(Figure 3-3). Note that specification limits may not necessarily be symmetrical. 
 
Figure ‎3-3: Upper and lower specification limits. 
A special case occurs when the process has a normal distribution N (μ, σ) which is common in 
quality control and Six Sigma literature. The probability of success is expressed as:  
 
2
s
n
P erf
 
  
 
 (3.2) 
Since the firm is producing N units then having r non-defective units will follow a binomial 
distribution in which the probability of success is Ps. 
S
USLLSL
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3.1.4 Objective function profit, Π 
The firm produces N units. Each unit costs c dollar to manufacture and is sold for P 
dollar. Note that the unit can be a number of customers or any entity that generates profit. The 
firm wants to improve its quality level by minimizing the chance of having a defective unit that 
is out of the specification limit.  However, the quality cost or investment in improving quality 
must be economical; otherwise, maintaining the status of the current process is wiser. Therefore, 
the profit can be computed as: 
Profit = Revenue – Good unit manufacturing cost – Defective unit cost – Quality cost.   
3.1.5 Quality cost,  f(n) 
Product quality is measured in various ways (O‘Donnell and Duffy, 2002). In software 
industries the remaining issues (i.e., bugs) are an indication of product performance. Improving 
process quality can take various shapes depending on the industrial type. Yassine et. al. (2008) 
suggested four ways of improving quality: linear, concave, convex, and S-shape. We assume that 
the Six Sigma team presents various alternatives that can eliminate the defect rate. The 
alternative can be purchasing all or some new machines or tools. The team may propose 
outsourcing one major source of process variation. Each alternative gives the company an idea 
where its sigma level might be. The defective region can be determined by n-sigma level using 
the standard normal distribution table. Process quality is measured by sigma level between the 
nearest specification limit and the nominal value (Figure 3-3).  Each n-sigma level costs f(n) 
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which is an increasing function of n . Figure 3-4 illustrates that the Six Sigma team proposes an 
alternative for the firm in order to reduce its variation. Purchasing new tools or machines reduces 
the process variation in a different manner. For example, suppose that the team advises a firm 
producing semiconductors to purchase all or some new machines to achieve a certain quality 
level. In software, achieving 99.9% of quality (i.e., the number of remaining issues) may require 
less effort once the firm achieves 80%.  
 
Figure ‎3-4:  Cost to improve process quality in various industries.  
The cost to improve to n-sigma level is f(n) which is an increasing function of n  (Juran, 1979; 
Schneiderman, 1986) which can take the following form 
                                                            f n a n b                                 (3.4)                  
Where: 
a: per sigma cost. 
b: setup cost. 
α: shape parameter. 
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3.2 DISCARDED DEFECTIVE UNIT 
In this section the firm discards any defective unit and sells only good units, r. Assume that 
the firm is risk-neutral.  The firm decides to invest in improving quality. However, the practical 
question is to what level of improvement. The firm decides on a sigma level that maximizes its 
expected profit (Figure 3-5).  
 
Figure ‎3-5: Decision tree for improving quality decisions.  
Thus, the expected profit,      is expressed as  
     1
2 2
n n
E b a n N P c erf c N erf
    
           
    
 (3.5) 
 
 
n= 1 
Sigma level         # good units         Profit
Improve Quality
n= 7 
0r 
1r 
r N
     1 7P c k c N f n    
 7k c N f n  
   7P c N f n  
0r 
1r 
r N
     1 1P c k c N f n    
 1k c N f n  
   1P c N f n  
0r 
1r 
r N
     1 2P c k c N f n    
 2k c N f n  
   2P c N f n  
n= 2 
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Proposition 3.1 
The optimal sigma level n
*
 is an increasing function in revenue and a decreasing function with 
cost of implementation. 
 
2 1
1 1
*
1
2
1 .
1
NP
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n ProductLog
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

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
 
    
         
  
  
 
 (3.6) 
The product log function is sometimes called the Lambert W function, which gives the principal 
solution to, x, for the equation z= xe
x
 .
 
Proof  
The first derivative with respect to n is given as 
   21 2 2
nd E
a n NPe
dn





  . Note that
2
2
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dn 
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  
  
. From which solving 
  
0
d E
dn

 leads to the optimal n sigma level 
given in equation (3.6). 
Figure 3-6 illustrates the equation (3.6) for N=1000, P=$100 and a=0.05 NP. It is clear that as α 
increases, the optimal level of quality decreases.
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Figure ‎3-6: The optimal quality level n*‎for‎different‎α. 
 
 The optimal quality level n
*
 for the company when α=1 is expressed as 
 
* 22 log log . 
NP
n
a
    
          
 (3.7) 
Equation (3.7) implies that the company needs a higher quality level when the number of 
total units N is high or the unit price P is increased or simply the revenue increases. However, 
when the cost is high (a) then the company does not need to invest in quality. Assume that 
..aNP
 which means that part of the total revenue will cover the quality cost (Gupta, 2005). 
From which the equation (3.7) can be further simplified to
     
 
 
* 2 12 log log  .n

    
          
     (3.8) 
It is clear that as quality cost increases, the optimal quality level decreases. Moreover, as the 
quality cost reaches about 80% of the total revenue then it is optimal not to have a minimal 
quality level. The explanation is that almost all revenue will be spent on quality and in cases in 
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which about 80% of all revenue will be spent on quality, companies must look for other 
alternatives. Optimally the firm must achieve a Six Sigma goal (n=4.5) when the quality cost is 
minimal ( 0  ). However, the optimal quality level declines with cost.  
By substituting n
*
 in equation 3.8 into equation 3.5 then the total profit is expressed as 
 
2 2
log log 2 log log
NP NP
b c N N P erf a
a a 
                                  



    
(3.9) 
For example, the firm produces N=1000 units and the unit profit is $1 (i.e. P=$1.1 and c=10 
cents). The maximum total profit is $1000. Assume a quality setup cost of b=0.When the sigma 
cost (a) is increasing, obviously the total profit is reduced (Figure 3.7).  
 
Figure ‎3-7: Optimal sigma level as the implementation cost increases. 
3.3 NON-DISCARDED DEFECTIVE UNIT 
Sometimes, instead of discarding defective units, the firm can rework those units with an 
expense of $βc.  There are two types of product processes: discarded defective units and 
reworked defective units (Liao, 2007). A reworked defective unit can be sold for $P but cost $ βc 
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to manufacture, where 1<β<2 which leads to a unit profit of $(P- β c). The expected total profit 
given by the equation (3.5) can be rewritten as 
                      1 .2 2
n n
E b an N P c erf N P c erf 
    
            
    
 (3.10)
 
Proposition 3.2 
The optimal sigma level n* is an increasing function of the market size N and price P and the 
rework fraction, and decreases with the cost of implementation. 
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Proof 
The first derivative of the expected profit in (3.10) is given  
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 gives the optimal solution in (3.11). 
Therefore the optimal n sigma level is expressed as for α=1                                
 *
2
2 log log .
cN
n
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

    
          
 (3.12) 
It is clear in equation (3.14) that as the rework cost increases, the optimal n-sigma level increases 
(i.e. β >1). The firm can use both results in equations (3.9) and (3.10) in order to evaluate 
investment in quality. For example, if their current sigma level n is greater than n
*
 then it makes 
no sense to increase the quality level. However, when the current quality level n is less than n
* 
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then it would be advisable to raise the quality level up to n
*
. Raising the quality above n* will 
lead to overspending in quality and thus not be beneficial.  
Proposition 3.3 
It is always recommended that the firm improve its quality when the defective unit is discarded 
compared to when it is reworked. 
Proof 
The optimal quality level in (3.6) is always higher than it is in (3.11). The reason is that P > βc 
implies that the selling price is always higher than the manufacturing cost. 
Another case occurs when the defective cost is $k.c in which k simply is the other 
defective unit cost implication, expressed as  
 
Other ImplicationsDefective unit cost ,  1.c c k c k     (3.13) 
Thus the value of the rework parameter β is replaced by k in both equations (3.10), (3.11) and 
(3.14). For example, the firm produces N=1000 units; the unit markup price is $1 (i.e., P=$1.1 
and c=10 cents), β=1.2 and k=3.    Assume that the quality setup cost is b=0. 
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Figure ‎3-8:‎Optimal‎sigma‎level‎for‎different‎defective‎units’‎cases. 
The nature of a defective unit plays a role in figuring the optimal sigma level. When the 
defective unit has other cost implications then it is always optimal to improve process quality. 
However, for the case of rework (as a fraction of manufacturing cost), the optimal sigma level is 
always lower than the other three cases. 
3.4 OTHER RISK-AVERSE BEHAVIOR  
Define the exponential utility function as  
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                                                  (3.14) 
Where γ is the risk-averse coefficient. Note that best alternative is getting N non-defective units 
without spending money on quality, and the worst case scenario is spending money for quality 
and obtaining all N defective units. The objective is to find the optimal sigma level by 
implementing decision analysis. Define EU(n) as the expected utility value by implementing an 
n-sigma level. 
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                                               ( ).PrEU U                                                             (3.15) 
Moreover, the certain equivalence given to the value of the utility U(n) can be expressed as 
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3.5 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
To have a better illustration of the effect of the proposed key factors on improving quality 
decision, a numerical analysis is performed on other risk behaviors. This section includes a 
comprehensive analysis that combines all four factors, and their optimal solution reveals several 
managerial insights. Consider that the firm has a risk-aversion coefficient γ=10-8. The firm 
produces N=1000 units. Each unit is sold for P=$1000 and costs c=$200 to manufacture. The 
firm decides to improve its quality by minimizing the possibility of having defective units. 
Therefore, the two elements in quality cost will be assumed to be a = μ.N. (p-c) and b=0 (i.e., 
setup cost is minimal).  That means a percentage (μ) of the total profit will cover the fixed 
quality cost. Gupta (2005) stated that GE invests about 0.5% of its revenue in Six Sigma. The 
following analyses are for the assumption that a defective unit is discarded. However, in some 
industry types the defective unit is reworked, which is not so uncommon, especially in electrical 
devices and stores that have return policies. The defective unit is sold for $P but costs more than 
$c, while discarded ones cost $c and cannot be sold. Figure 3-9 shows that it is better to have a 
defective unit that can be reworked (i.e., a higher expected utility). The quality level needed in a 
reworked industrial setting is lower than that for discarded defective units.  The rework cost in 
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the case of defective unit is the regular manufacturing cost c and an extra rework cost, which can 
be estimated as a percentage of the manufacturing cost as described earlier in Section 2.4.    
 
Figure ‎3-9: Effect of reworked and discarded defective units on an optimal n-sigma level. 
3.5.1 Cost of Six Sigma implementation  
Figure 3-8 shows that when the cost of quality is free then it is recommended to improve 
to an unlimited n-sigma level. However, as cost increases, the optimal sigma level decreases. 
Note that even with lower quality cost it is not recommended to go for a 3.4 DPMO or Six Sigma 
level (i.e. n=4.5). In some cases it is difficult to improve the quality level, which requires 
expensive operations and tools, as is the case in some industry types. In Figure 3-9, the optimal 
sigma level decreases as the value of α increases from 1 to 3. This suggests that working toward 
a higher quality level would be less attractive as costs expand exponentially. Consequently, other 
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options (create a new product or do nothing—―status quo,‖…etc.) would be more attractive to 
the firm once the quality cost varies exponentially.   
 
Figure ‎3-10: Optimal Sigma with respect to different sigma level costs. 
 
Figure ‎3-11: Optimal Sigma with respect to different sigma level‎costs‎(α)‎with‎μ‎=5%. 
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3.5.2 Defect cost 
Defective unit costs may vary in different industrial types. This phenomenon is captured 
by the scalar, k. Obviously k is more than 1, and other implication costs can be very high in some 
scenarios, such as in medical factories, where a defective tablet may lead to serious health 
complications and the company could be legally responsible for the consequences. Thus, this 
case can be analyzed by using the equation below. 
 
 
 
The equation states that with the probability Ps the process will produce a good unit with a profit 
of $(P -c). Additionally, there is a chance that (1- Ps) will result in defective unit, which cost the 
company $kc. Suppose that k=50 (i.e., if it costs $200 to manufacture the unit, by losing it to a 
defect means a loss of $10,000 to the firm). Figure 3-12 shows the optimal n-sigma level when 
the company has a higher defective unit cost. It is clear that the firm‘s optimal sigma level 
increases as the cost of having defects increases. The reason is that having a higher quality level 
means fewer defective units and thus a higher expected utility. This explains why certain 
industries—such as the airline industry—should adopt Six Sigma.  
 
Ps      Good            $(P-c) 
1-Ps    Defective    -$(kc) 
                              x 
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Figure ‎3-12:‎Optimal‎Sigma‎level‎with‎respect‎to‎different‎cost‎deal‎μ=0.05,α=1.‎ 
3.5.3 Firm size  
Firm size is captured using the risk aversion coefficient. It is agreed that as a firm grows 
larger, its risk-averse coefficient, γ, increases. Assume that a firm maximizes the expected utility 
of profit which von Neumann and Morgenstern (1947) enumerate. The number of confirming 
units, r, has a binomial distribution with parameters, N, and a probability of success,      
 
  
  
(eq. (3.2)). For a large number of units produced N, then the binomial distribution is 
approximated by using a normal distribution with the following mean and variance.  
                                      , 1
2 2 2
n n n
r Norm erf N erf erf N
       
       
       
 (3.17) 
When a firm has an exponential utility function facing a Gaussian deal, the certain equivalent, 
CE, is obtained as 
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  
 
2
Var
CE E 

    (3.18) 
Where the expectation and the variance is given by 
 
 
  2
2
1
2 2
n
E N P erf an b Nc b
n n
Var erf erf N P
 
      
 
    
      
    
 (3.19) 
Suppose that the firm produces N= 10
6
 units wherein each costs c=$100 to manufacture and is 
sold for P=$300. Figure 3-13 shows how much each sigma level is worth given the three risk-
averse behaviors. Large firms (i.e., those firms with a higher risk-averse coefficient, γ) tend to 
evaluate improving quality higher than small- or mid-size firms. Small- and mid-size companies 
should not invest in improving quality to an outstanding level. As the size of the firm decreases, 
the optimal sigma level also decreases (Figure 3-14). This is also supported by Natarajan and 
Jason (2009) who argue that ―the success stories of Six Sigma applications are usually that of 
large organizations like General Electric and many of these successful applications have been in 
manufacturing.‖  
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Figure ‎3-13: Free Six Sigma as a worthwhile option. 
 
 
Figure ‎3-14: Impact of firm size on optimal sigma level. 
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3.5.4 Sequential production stages, m  
 It is essential to consider that a service or a production process consists of more than one 
stage. For example, the product development process contains system design, detailed design, 
testing and integration, and ramp-up stages. Each stage has its own variation and defect rate. A 
good unit is one that passes all these stages without a single defect. Moreover, any defective 
component in the product or service means a defective product. The number of stages affects the 
probability of success, which is crucial in determining the optimal sigma level. Commonly the 
production process consists of sequential stages (m). Therefore, the success probability given Ps 
will be modified to
msP
. Moreover, the total cost of improving quality will be raised linearly and 
can be expressed as 
 
1
( ) ( . ).i
m
Q m i i i
i
f n a n b


   (3.20) 
For simplicity we assume that these production stages are identical and the quality cost to fix the 
overall process is a function of the n-sigma level. Therefore, the cost of quality can be written as
( )Q mf n an b  .  
 The value (m) can be also interpreted as the number of key product characteristics that 
manage the performance of the product. For example, frozen pizza has about a dozen 
characteristics of interest, such as weights of various ingredients or physical properties of crust, 
etc. (Joglekar, 2003). Figure 3-12 shows that as the number of stages (m) increases, the optimal 
sigma level also increases and the expected utility decreases. Moreover, the number of stages (m) 
involved in creating a product makes it less attractive to the firm and as a result it would be 
easier to sell the product using another option, i.e., the expected utility for m=10 is 0.63, while it 
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is only 0.2 for m=10000.  Any alternative that has an expected utility of more than 0.2 will be a 
better option for the firm. Another insight that Figure 3-12 provides is that for small- and middle-
size companies (1<m<100) it is not profitable to implement higher quality standards (i.e., 
achieving a higher n-sigma level). 
 
Figure ‎3-15: Effect of the number of stages (m) in determining an optimal sigma level (n),‎μ=5%. 
 
3.6 OTHER ALTERNATIVES 
As stated above in the decision hierarchy, the company has other alternatives beside Six 
Sigma. Moreover, there are many conflicting examples found in the literature in which some 
companies state that implementing Six Sigma saved millions, while others stated that doing the 
same has cost millions. The firm should evaluate all other available alternatives before selecting 
the improved quality route. One disadvantage of Six Sigma is that the ultimate decision is always 
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to improve quality, which eventually misleads companies to overspend on quality while ignoring 
other earlier available alternatives.  
For a better illustration, a numerical analysis is presented in this section to assist firms to 
pay attention to the four keys discussed in the former sections. Consider the numerical data given 
in Section 3.5. Suppose the firm has a quality level of n=1 (i.e., a probability of producing good 
units is 0.6827, which is about 2.5-sigma in a Six Sigma contest. The expected utility for the 
current process is 0.6838, with a certain equivalent of $0.433 million. The firm has three 
alternatives: (1) maintain the status quo (i.e., do nothing with the current process), (2) improve 
quality to its optimal level, as discussed in previous sections, and (3) produce a new product with 
an uncertain profit margin. The second alternative would improve the current quality level to its 
optimal place given the quality cost, risk-aversion coefficient, firm size, and other cost 
implications. For illustration purposes, the firm size and other cost implication are set to their 
base level (i.e. m=1and k=1). Note that the total quality cost is given by ( )
18
n
N P c with the 
assumption that the firm will spend about 25% of its total profit in order to achieve a Six Sigma 
goal (i.e. n=4.5). Therefore, the optimal level that maximizes the expected utility for the firm is 
* 2.5n   with an expected utility of 0.8996 and a certain equivalent of $0.61millin. The second 
alternative is obviously better than the current process (Figure 3-17(a)).  
 The third alternative is to produce a new product with uncertain profit. The quality level 
of the new product (i.e., how many good units will be produced?) forms the aspect of 
uncertainty. Moreover, the new product will be sold with a price higher than that of the current 
product. Assume that the new product will be sold for 125% of the existing old product price 
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(i.e., 1.25newP P ), which is reasonable in most cases. On the other hand, the new product costs 
more 110% (i.e., 1.1newc c ). The new product simply has a marginal per-unit profit
0.25 0.1p c . The firm can produce good new units between 1000-400 with beta (10, 2). 
Figure 3-16 below shows the probability of having a good new unit—which follows a beta 
distribution with parameters 10 and 2. Figure 3-17 shows the expected utility functions for 
different risk-aversion coefficients. For data given in Section 4.5, Graph (3.17) represents the 
three alternatives. It is clear that producing a new product is the best alternative, with a certainty 
equivalence of $0.63 million. Moreover, improving quality, which is the second best alternative, 
is better than maintaining the current process.   
 
Figure ‎3-16: beta (10, 2) to‎capture‎the‎firm’s‎belief‎of‎good‎new‎units. 
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Figure ‎3-17:‎The‎three‎alternatives‎for‎(1)‎γ=10-8 (2)‎γ=10-5 (3)‎γ=-10-5. 
The risk-aversion coefficient plays a role in determining the best alternative. The best 
alternative changes as the attitude toward risk changes. For example, in Figure 3-17 (c), the best 
alternative is to produce a new product, while in Figure 3-17 (b) the best alternative is to improve 
quality. Note that keeping the current process without improving quality, or producing a new 
product is best for the firm that has an outstanding quality level.  Consider that the firm has a 
quality level of n=2 as in Figure 3-18. Even though, for example, there might be a case where 
n=2, which is less than n=4.5 (with an ultimate goal of Six Sigma), keeping the status quo is 
better than improving quality and producing a new product. Yet, Six Sigma may indicate that 
improving quality is desirable, but not economical. Note the optimal quality level n
*
=2.5 as 
discussed in former sections. On the other hand, a firm with a quality level of n=0.5 has to 
produce a new product or improve its quality in order to maximize its profit (Figure 3-18).  
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Figure ‎3-18: The three‎alternatives‎with‎different‎current‎process‎levels‎(γ=10-8). 
 
As shown in this section, the four elements—cost, attitude toward risk, defective cost, 
and firm size—have an effect on the firm‘s ultimate decision. Figure 3-19 illustrates the effect of 
how a firm‘s belief about a new product affects its overall decision and leaves room for value of 
information. The firm can produce a new product with defect-free units at a level of between 
1000 and 400. However, there is uncertainty regarding the actual number of acceptable units that 
can be produced. Suppose that the firm believes it is equally likely that it would generate a 
number of defect-free units between 1000 and 400 (beta (1, 1) or uniform (1000, 400)). 
Moreover, as the firm reaches closer to the upper boundary (i.e. beta (8, 2)) then it is a good 
decision to produce a new product as opposed to maintaining the current status. However, the 
optimal decision is to improve the present quality. When the firm believes it can produce a high 
percentage of acceptable units with beta (10, 1) then it is optimal to produce the new product.     
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Figure ‎3-19:‎Effect‎on‎a‎firm’s‎ability‎to‎produce‎an‎acceptable‎new‎product. 
 
 Sometimes the firm is offered to sell the current process another company. Although the 
following is an illustrative example in which there is an offer of $400,000 for the firm to sell the 
existing process. The decision is dependent upon the quality level of the current process. As the 
current process has an acceptable quality level, it is advised not to sell the process (n>0.85). 
However, for a quality level of less than n=0.85 it is suggested that the process should be sold 
(Figure 3-20).  
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Figure ‎3-20: Selling the current process as an alternative. 
 
3.7 UNCERTAIN SIGMA LEVEL 
In general, when a firm decides to invest in improving quality, there is uncertainty about 
the level it may achieve. It is not uncommon that firms spend a considerable amount of money 
and yet do not achieve the desired goal. We assume that a firm‘s belief about the level it may 
obtain is reached with a beta distribution, which has a mean equal to n, when the firm spends f 
(n) given in (3.4). Investing in outstanding quality is not economical and thus leads to a 
―winner‘s curse‖ phenomenon. The results are also confirmed when a firm has an equally likely 
chance of achieving a quality level below or equal to Six Sigma; in that case, it is optimal not to 
invest in process quality. The case study presented by Chakravorty (2009) can be avoided if the 
firm has reached its decision as illustrated in this section. In details, the firm should incorporate 
all uncertain outcomes and evaluate their economic consequences in order to avoid the winner‘s 
curse phenomenon (Figure 3-21). 
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The firm invests f (n) in order to expect n. Due to the uncertainties with the Six Sigma project the 
firm may end up with a sigma level that is less than the expected one (i.e., n). Moreover, the firm 
may receive excellent news—namely, that the sigma level achieved is higher than planned or 
expected. The practical question becomes: How much should the firm invest in Six Sigma while 
accounting for all these uncertainties? Assume that defective units are discarded and the cost of 
quality is linear.  Using the data in numerical analysis presented in Section 3.5, where the firm 
produces N= 10
3
 units in which each unit costs c=$200 to manufacture and is sold for P=$1000. 
Assume a=$100K in equation (3.5). It is clear in Figure 3-23 that the firm should not spend more 
than $100K in improving quality, given its current belief. The challenge is to find how much to 
invest in Six Sigma program by spending $b
*
.  
 
Figure ‎3-21: Decision tree for answering the question of how much to invest. 
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Figure ‎3-22: Improving quality decision-making with an uncertain outcome.  
 
3.8 CLOSURE 
 Six Sigma has gained great attention in recent years, especially in North America, as 
many well-known companies have adopted it. This includes GE, Motorola, and Ford. However, 
conflicting examples found in the literature have made it essential to look closely at Six Sigma as 
a normative decision-making tool. It has also been suggested to improve quality to a certain 
level, beyond which it is not economical to pursue a higher level of quality. In addition, using a 
cost-benefit ratio as a decision method can mislead the decision-maker. Moreover, the effect of 
some key elements in Six Sigma decision-making must be investigated. These elements to be 
analyzed include implementation cost, firm size, defect cost, and the number of production or 
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service stages in the manufacturing process. The objective is to maximize the expected utility 
and thus maximize profit. The optimal solution reveals several interesting managerial insights 
regarding the impact of these various elements regarding the potential decision to employ Six 
Sigma. Cost makes Six Sigma less attractive and therefore forces the firm to have a lower level 
of quality. The attitude toward risk plays a role in determining the optimal sigma level (quality 
level) as well as the best available alternative. In addition, small- and middle-size firms should 
not have higher quality standards or higher n-sigma levels. Considering other options before 
going for a higher quality level is necessary. Results reveal that other alternatives may sound 
better for the firms, especially with higher quality costs, higher miscellaneous cost implication 
values, and a large number of additional stages.  
It is recommended that a company first evaluates its current quality level and then 
decides what to do next. It has been shown that obtaining a higher quality level (n-sigma level) is 
not economical and might lead to a financial crisis. The reason is that it is not easy to reach near-
perfection, and it requires spending enormous amounts of money and waiting for a long time in 
order to achieve the desired quality results. Moreover, companies may overlook other available 
options that could be more profitable than raising their quality standards. The acceptable decision 
is one that maximizes the firm‘s profit margin. As Six Sigma literature suggests, Six Sigma 
should be implemented wisely—up to certain level. 
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CHAPTER 4:      A DECISION ANALYSIS VIEW OF SIX SIGMA (MULTIPLE 
ATTRIBUTES)   
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The entire focus of Six Sigma is on the statistical tools and methodology used to eliminate 
variation in the manufacturing process. The success and failure of Six Sigma hinges on project 
selection and yet there is no notation of the use of the expected utility to evaluate such projects. 
Studies in this area are rare (less than 10% of all Six Sigma literature) and are mostly abstractive 
and subjective in nature. These studies aim to emphasize what factors must be included in a 
project. The project in Six Sigma can be one feature in a product, selection of product, or one 
element in the supply chain process. This chapter introduces the notion of expected utility and 
how to implement it in Six Sigma. Moreover, it intends to bridge the gap between process 
variation and the economic impact in order to have a clear view of economical consequences. It 
is agreed that the key for the success of any manufacturing firm is to select the most profitable 
project. There is a significant awareness in the Six Sigma community of the need for a tool that 
incorporates uncertainties, is data driven, and takes into account all financial aspects. Recently, 
Tkáç and Lyocsa (2009) addressed the issue that academic engineering research is not focused 
on the business aspect of Six Sigma.  
 To further illustrate how Decision Analysis can be applied and can answer the concern of 
―How should manufacturing firms make decision?‖ it has been shown that several factors have a 
significant effect on Six Sigma decisions, such as firm size, defective unit cost, cost of 
implementing Six Sigma, number of production stages, and finally, other alternative (i.e., 
bankruptcy or maintaining the status quo) (Al Kindi and Abbas, 2010). Antony (2008) places an 
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emphasis on the need for an academic role to bridge the gap between the theory and practice of 
Six Sigma to improve its existing methodology. The core concept of Six Sigma is to minimize 
defects and exceed customer expectations. Kumar et. al. (2008) indicated that project selection is 
a topic that goes unnoticed in most organizations. Most of decision-making tool used in practice 
demonstrate a lack of handling uncertainties and are based on arbitrariness, such as the 
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and failure mode and effect analysis (FMEF). Pande et. al. 
(2000) identified project selection as the most crucial part of this process and something that is 
often a mishandled activity when launching Six Sigma. The growing need for a rigorous tool that 
bridges the gap between engineering and business is Decision Analysis. In this chapter the focus 
will be on how Decision Analysis bridges the gap between engineering and business based on 
the type of statistical thinking that the Six Sigma community emphasizes. Figure 4-1 shows an 
influence diagram in which the firm has to make two decisions: (1) the selection of the product 
(alternative) and (2) the price at which the product will be sold. The goal is to maximize profit, 
which is represented by the hexagon. 
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Figure 4-1: The influence diagram, including multi-attribute. 
 
There are three deterministic nodes which are: demand, cost, and competitor performance. 
The selection of the product eventually determines the manufacturing cost. The firm also knows 
its competitors‘ performance based on their attribute levels. Moreover, demand is deterministic 
once the firm decides on a product and its price, given its competitors‘ performance. The only 
uncertainty the firm is facing is product performance. The randomness regarding product 
performance is commonly due to uncontrollable randomness in input design, such as 
manufacturing tolerance or change in environmental conditions. 
4.2 DEMAND – PRICE ZONE 
Demand in general is a function of price, time, income and performance. Suppose the 
available alternatives have different costs  1 2, Mc c c c  which is common. In figure 4-1, the 
price is a decision variable. However in this section it is assumed that the price is a markup on 
the total cost 
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 , 1.P z c z    (4.1) 
Demand is sensitive to price. The price – demand sensitivity can be estimated through surveys, 
historic data, and income statistics. Consider that the firm would like to choose a cell phone from 
a set of alternatives. Markets are basically divided into quality-sensitive and price-sensitive 
(Kamakura and Russell, 1989). To better illustrate the price-demand zone; Figure 4-2 shows the 
price zone for different products (cell phones). As the arrow moves toward the center of the 
circle, price and performance increase. Demand is assumed to have a nonlinear curve with price, 
which is more general than the Linear Demand Model (Greenhut and Greenhut, 1974). The 
demand model presented in this chapter means that each customer will buy a product either from 
the firm or from the competitor. The price regulates the number of customers of the total 
population that potentially can afford to buy the product in that price zone. The probability that a 
random customer entering this price zone will buy the firm‘s product is provided by means of 
discrete choice theory (McFadden, 1986; Train, 2009).   
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Figure 4-2: Product price and performance increase toward the center. 
 
 
Figure 4-3: Demand zones for two markets (a) not very price-sensitive (b) sensitive price. 
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The difference between the two prices‘ circular areas represents residual demand (Ahn et. 
al. 2007). Note that each donut shape represents the number of customers that are willing to pay 
that price out of the total population (market size).In many cases there are several competitors 
that sell the same product at the same price set by the firm. However, the firm‘s market share is 
determined by its performance (Figure 4-4).   
 
Figure 4-4: Market share at the price Pi with three competitors. 
The number of available prices means the total number of prices—including those of the 
competitors—at which the product can be sold.  In general, different prices mean different 
performance. For example, in Figure 4-3 the outer circle represents basic phones, while the inner 
circles represent phones that have more features and thus higher prices. Therefore, this chapter 
will use the non-linear demand curve (Greenhut and Greenhut, 1975). 
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Figure 4-5: Portion of customers at different price levels. 
Figure 4-5 illustrates the value of residual demand on the non-linear demand curve. Sometimes a 
firm introduces a product in which its performance exceeds that of the next price zones. As a 
result, the firm can have shares in other price zones when its product performance is at least 
better than the minimum performance on those in the next zones. Define ZDi as the portion of the 
population that is willing to buy the product at price Pi but not at  Pi+1 . The value of ZDi 
represents the thickness of the donut in figures 4-4 and 4-6 and explains this phenomenon. 
 
Figure 4-6: The firm introduces its product at price, P1, but its performance exceeds that of its competitor for 
the next two zones (four price zones total). 
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From which the demand ZDi at price Pi with quality Qi is written as 
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Where  
: Number of Competitors at zone price .
:Set of competitors-performance. 
i i
j
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ZDi represents the probability of a randomly-chosen customer that is willing to pay Pi, and will 
buy the firm‘s product instead of the competitors. 
4.3 PROFIT,‎Π 
Profit is the clear economic objective that measures the success or failure of Six Sigma. The 
objective throughout this research is to maximize profit.  
4.3.1 Assumptions 
1) The firm competes with its dominant competitor. 
2) It has full awareness of that competitor‘s price, Pc, and performance, Qc. 
3) The customers have a logarithmic value over performance. 
4) The product price, P, is bounded. 
5) The customer buys from the firm or the competitor (i.e., must-buy option). 
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Following the above assumptions, the demand can be expressed as 
                           
 
 
   
max
max min
, 1 ; 0
o
o c
U Q
U Q U Q
P P e
D P Q N
P P e e


  
    
    
  (4.4) 
Where 
 
:  Firm Product Performance.
:  Competitor/s Product Performance.
: Customer Value 
:  Potential Buyers (Market Size)
:  Price Sensitivity Parameter.
o
c
Q
Q
U
N

 
The demand in (4.4) is similar to the demand modeled by Cohen et. al. (2001) and assumes that 
market size is constant in time (t), and that the customer behavior follows the logit model of 
discrete choice probability (McFadden 1986; Train, 2009). The logit model assumes that 
customer value is the sum of two components: observable and non-observable attributes. The 
deterministic component is servable by U (Qo) and is a monotonic function of product 
performance. The random part is assumed to have a double exponential distribution function.  
The probability that a random customer that is willing to pay P to purchase the firm‘s product is 
simply the probability that the product will give the highest value to that customer. Assume that 
the customer has a logarithmic value function (Kreps, 1988; Cohen et al, 2001)  
      . ln .U Q Q       (4.5) 
Assume that the firm is risk-neutral in profit, thus, the expected profit, E (Π), is given as 
     , oi o i i
o c
Q
E P Q D P c
Q Q
  

 (4.6) 
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4.4 MULTI-ATTRIBUTES PRODUCT PERFORMANCE (QO) 
The objective of Six Sigma is to meet and even exceed customer expectation by improving 
organizational performance and reducing product defects. However, profit as an economic metric 
determines the success or failure of such a strategy when taking into account market 
characteristics. Markets basically are divided into quality-sensitive and price-sensitive 
(Kamakura and Russell, 1989). Therefore, balancing the tradeoff between product performance 
and price is the key for success that a firm must always consider (Lange et. al., 2000). Decision 
Analysis is a rigorous method that can be imposed onto Six Sigma project selection. A project in 
Six Sigma can be a product alternative, a product feature (i.e. attribute), or even a customer 
service.  Using the Keeney and Raiffa multiple attribute form, 
  
1
1
( ) 1 1
w
i i i
i
U X KaU x
K 
  
    
  
  (4.7) 
Where  
( ) : multiple attribue utility function.
( ) : one dimentional utility function for attribute .
: normalizing constant.
: scaling contant for attribute .
i i i
i i
U X
U x x
K
a x
 
The value of K is obtained by solving the following equation: 
                                                      
1
1 1
w
i
i
K Ka

 
   
 
                                             (4.8) 
Suppose that the firm has a set alternative project  1 2, , MS s s s  . Each alternative, sj, has a 
different level of attributes xi i.e.,  1 2, ,j ws x x x . Due to the randomness of the manufacturing 
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process, each attribute is normally distributed  ,i ji jix N    where i indicates the attribute 
number and j refers to the alternative number. Therefore, at each alternative number the expected 
utility, EUsj, is given by 
      1 2 1 2 1 2, , 1,2js w w wEU U x x x f x x x dx dx dx j M      (4.9) 
 Assume that the attributes are independent random variables 
        1 2 1 2, n nf x x x f x f x f x  (4.10) 
4.4.1 One-dimensional utility function, Ui (xi) 
Suppose that there is a range at which the product is acceptable but the deviation will 
result in a negative economic impact on profit.  This range is represented by the upper and the 
lower specification limits shown in Figure 4.7.  
 
Figure 4-7: Acceptable customer range, represented by USL and LSL. 
Figure 4-7 shows the acceptable range for one attribute (xi), for which the sigma level, n, for 
attribute, i, in the alternative, j, is expressed as  
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 min ,
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 (4.11) 
The one-dimensional utility for achieving an attribute level xi is given as 
    
0
0
i
i i i
i
x LSL
U x U x LSL x USL
x USL


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 (4.12) 
Incorporating the sigma level and the acceptable range for the expected utility for attribute, i, is 
expressed as 
     ( )i i i iEU x U x f x dx   (4.13) 
Where ,max ,i ii i
USL LSL
x N
n n
 

    
  
  
. 
Therefore the overall expected utility for the alternative, aj, is written as 
  
1
1
( ) 1 1
w
o j i i i
i
Q EU s Ka EU x
K 
  
     
  
  (4.14) 
Using the result of converting the QFD to multi-attribute design optimization has previously 
been presented by Locascio and Thurston (1993 and 1994). Thus Qo in expected profit (4.6) is 
replaced by expected utility EU in (4.14), which means that the deterministic component in the 
logit model is represented by the expected utility.  
However, the calculation of expected utility is within a continuous domain. In order to 
perform numerical analysis, the continuous domain is discretized. To calculate the probability 
that the manufacturing process will achieve a level of attribute, L, is given as  
      Pr Pr Pr .i i ix L x L x L       (4.15) 
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Where Δ is the step size. 
 
Figure 4-8: Converting a continuous domain into a discrete domain for numerical analysis. 
 
4.5 CASE STUDY: POWER ELECTRONIC DEVICE 
The purpose of this case study is to illustrate the methodology presented in this chapter. 
Using the data of a power electronics device in which the two attributes of interest are cycles to 
fail and junction temperature. The methodology presented in this chapter will first study in 
Section 3.5.1 the quality of the manufacturing processes for achieving nominal attribute levels in 
which no alternative design is present. Section 3.5.2 illustrates the selection methodology in 
which there is more than one alternative. Table 4-1 summarizes the data used in this case study. 
Assume that the power electronic device is sold in the range of $50 to $220, and the total 
population N is 1 million. The purpose of using this example is to illustrate how to choose a Six 
Sigma project and to study the benefit of reducing variation in the manufacturing process. 
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Table 4-1: Power electronic device data (Besharati et. al., 2006). 
Alternative Junction Temperature 
o
C Cycles to fail Price ($) 
1 126 22000 185 
2 105 38000 199 
3 138 14000 165 
4 140 13000 160 
5 147 10600 152 
6 116 27000 188 
7 112 32000 192 
8 132 17000 175 
9 122 23500 185 
10 135 1500 162 
 
4.5.1 No design alternatives 
This section illustrates the effect of manufacturing process variation on nominal 
attributes‘ levels. It was shown previously in Chapter 3 of this dissertation that there is an 
optimal sigma level in the manufacturing process. This optimal level is affected by attitude 
toward risk, a firm‘s size, defective unit cost, and cost of improving process quality. However, 
the quality of the process in Chapter 3 was defined as the ability of the process to produce 
confirming units (i.e., the binary zero-one process. The confirming unit was treated with the 
same value (i.e., ones) when the units are produced within the specification limits wherein there 
is no consideration of the deviation from the target or nominal attribute level. Moreover, 
competitors‘ performance also has an effect on the manufacturing process.   
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 Suppose that the nominal attribute level for cycles to fail is 25000 cycles and the nominal 
attribute level for junction temperature is 100 
o 
C. The variation in the manufacturing process and 
in an uncontrollable environment makes the units deviate from the target values. Moreover, there 
is an acceptable marketing range in which the customers are less likely to purchase the unit 
because of market competition. However, when the unit is outside the acceptable range, the 
value of the non-confirming unit is zero. Assume that the lower and upper acceptable ranges for 
the cycles to fail are 15000 and 50000 cycles, respectively. Meanwhile, the lower and the upper 
acceptable range is 40 
o
C and 160 
o
C for the junction temperature.  
 
Figure 4-9: Nominal values for the two attributes: cycles to fail and junction temperature. 
Assume that the decision-maker values the attribute level based on the magnitude of the 
difference from the target value. This means that it does not matter if the achieved level is below 
or above the nominal value. Define, di, as the deviation from the nominal value for attribute, i,   
                                                  i i
i
i i
USL x
d
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

                                        (4.16) 
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Where  
1
2
: Cycles to fail.
: Junction Temperature.
x
x
 
Note that any value outside the acceptable range is not acceptable and thus has a zero value. 
 
  2 2 0.5( )        0.5
0                                
i i i
i
i i i i
d
d LSL x USL
U x
x LSL or x USL

  
 
  
 (4.17) 
 
Figure 4-10: The utility function on the deviation from target. 
Assume that the attribute levels are normally distributed as 
 
 
1 1 1
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Define, n, as the number of standard deviations between the mean and the specification limits; 
then we can write the following: 
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The scaling constant for the two attributes are a1=0.65 and a2=0.80.  
The revenue is pricing multiplied by the demand in eq. (4.3). The cost of improving quality to 
produce a confirming unit is f(n) which takes various mathematical forms, such as linear, convex 
or concave (see Chapter 2 for details). The following optimization problem is obtained. Assume 
that the firm is risk-neutral and maximizes expected profit.  
  
,
arg max ( )
P n
D P c f n     (4.18) 
The quality improvement cost f (n) is expressed as 
  f n a n b   (4.19) 
Where  a D P c  and μ is between 0 and 1.The quality cost function was validated with a 
principal engineer at the ARA Company in Champaign, Illinois, by means of a phone discussion. 
Shahabuddin (2008) and Waxer (2006) pointed out that the percentage, µ, of profit is going 
toward the quality improvement cost. The firm has the option of improving the process of one or 
both attributes. The firm would like to compete with the dominant manufacturer whose 
performance, Qc, is known based on the level of these attributes. Assume a linear quality 
improvement cost (i.e. α=1). 
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Figure 4-11: Optimal sigma level for U (Qc) =0.15 and η=0.75. 
Figure 4-12 shows that the optimal sigma level varies for both attributes which indicates 
focusing more on the dominant attribute (i.e., junction temperature). The cost of improving 
quality has a negative effect on the optimal sigma level.  
 
Figure 4-12: Optimal sigma level for U (Qc) =0.80 and η=0.75. 
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Figure 4-13: Optimal sigma level for U (Qc) =0.15 and η=5. 
 
 
Figure 4-14: Optimal sigma level for U (Qc) =0.80 and η=5. 
Using Decision Analysis, the firm can evaluate the optimal sigma level for various scenarios and 
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need to be an outstanding. For example, in Figure 4-13, the optimal sigma level is 2 and yet the 
firm earns the highest profit among all cases as shown in Figures 4-11 to 4-15.   
4.5.2 Alternative products 
The firm in this case has a set of alternative products to choose from. Each alternative is 
categorized with two attributes: cycles to fail and junction temperature. In addition, the 
manufacturing cost is different for each one. Table 3-1 summarizes the data for these 
alternatives. Suppose that the firm would like to compete with the dominant competitor in each 
price zone.  
Table 4-2: Dominant competitor at each price. 
Potential 
Competitor 
Junction Temperature 
x1 
Cycles to Fail 
x2 
Price 
1 175 9500 152 
2 160 11000 160 
3 150 11000 162 
4 147 12000 165 
5 150 17000 175 
6 140 21100 185 
7 135 25000 188 
8 130 28000 175 
9 125 30500 185 
10 100 40000 192 
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The customers‘ preferences are for higher cycles to fail and a lower junction temperature for the 
power device. In addition, any device with an attribute level lower than 7000 cycles is 
considered defective (and therefore, no customers are willing to buy it). The junction 
temperature does not have to be above 165 
o
C. The firm specifies its highest level for cycles to 
fail as 90000 cycles, and the lowest junction temperature as 40 
o
C. Figures 4-16 and 4-17 show 
the lower and upper specification limits for cycles to fail and the junction temperature, 
respectively. The data is normally distributed; however, there no such infinite fail-to cycles or 
junction temperature. Therefore, the firms needs to bound the attribute levels with  a dummy 
upper specification limit for cycles to fail and a dummy lower specification limit for junction 
temperature.    
 
Figure 4-15: The attribute levels of the alternatives with only one lower specification limit. 
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Figure 4-16: The levels of junction temperature of the alternatives with an upper specification limit. 
 
Define an exponential function for both attributes where x1is cycles to fail and x2 is junction 
temperature.  
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Where 1 1 2 2
1 2
1 1 2 2
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Figure 4-17 illustrates the utility function for two types of risk-averse behaviors. 
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Figure 4-17: Utility function for risk-averse and risk-seeking. 
 
 
Figure 4-18: Iso-preferences contour for cycles to fail and junction temperature. 
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1 21 . 2 .
( , )   ( , ).
a ai i
x cycles x Tempx N and x N     (4.21) 
Using Six Sigma notation, the standard deviations for cycles to fail and junction temperature is 
given in (4.21) and (4.22), respectively.  
                                               1
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                                         (4.23)  
Figure 4-20 illustrates the effect on performance when the firm has outstanding process quality. 
 
Figure 4-19: Comparison of firm product performance with its competitor for each alternative. 
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minimizing the manufacturing of both attributes to 6σ instead of 1σ. Clearly, the firm dominates 
the competitor in some alternatives. 
Table 4-3 illustrates the impact of the demand-price sensitivity parameter on the total share of 
the firm given the specific product.  
Table 4-3: Demand and market share at each price. 
Price 
Demand 
η=0.75         η=5 
Market Share (number of customers) 
η=5 
55 713445 105300 N/A 
152 41569 48300 24600 
160 10272 14480 7280 
162 15323 23750 11780 
165 50375 99220 51470 
175 49376 136590 70630 
185 14632 49670 69150 
188 19387 73300 36080 
192 33602 149770 73730 
199 52019 299620 153230 
Total N=1M N=1M  
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Figure 4-20: The effect of attitude toward risk on the optimal alternative and values (η=0.75, n=1.5). 
Figure 4-20 indicates that the risk-aversion coefficient has an effect on the values of 
profit. However, the overall trend for the best alternative does not change (i.e., the best 
alternative is number 3 with an expected profit of more than 3 million dollars). It is also critical 
to evaluate the effect of process quality on profit or alternative decision. In this case the effect of 
process quality—once the process achieves an acceptable level, such as the 2-sigma level in this 
case—the impact of improving quality to an outstanding level is minimal, as Figures 4-20 and 4-
21 indicate. 
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Figure 4-21: The effect of manufacturing process quality on profit (η=0.75,‎γ1=2,‎γ2=2). 
 
 
Figure 4-22: The effect of manufacturing process quality on profit (η=5,‎γ1=2,‎γ2=2). 
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Moreover, considering the effect of market characteristics (i.e., sensitivity of demand with price) 
is essential. Figure 4-22 shows the effect of the demand-price relationship on the selection of 
alternatives and total profit. (In this figure the maximum price used is $205 instead of $220, for 
purposes of illustration.) 
 
Figure 4-23: Optimal alternative with different price-demand relations (n=1,‎γ1=2,‎γ2=2). 
Suppose that the alternative has a different process variation because the firm might be 
more familiar with one particular design alternative compared to another one. Suppose that the 
manufacturing at each process has the following sigma-level. Figure 4-25 shows that the best 
alternative is not always the alternative that has the highest sigma level. Indeed, alternative 
number 7 has the highest profit for a market with price-demand sensitivity η=5, while alternative 
9 has the highest profit for another market type (i.e. η=5). 
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Figure 4-24: The best alternative is not necessarily the one with the lowest process variation. 
 
Table 4-4: The alternatives available for the firm with different process variance. 
Alternative Junction Temperature 
o
C Cycles to fail Price n-sigma level 
1 126 22000 185 2 
2 105 38000 199 3 
3 138 14000 165 2.8 
4 140 13000 160 2.5 
5 147 10600 152 2.2 
6 116 27000 188 2.5 
7 112 32000 192 2.3 
8 132 17000 175 1.2 
9 122 23500 185 1.4 
10 135 1500 162 2 
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CHAPTER 5:      SIX SIGMA GENERALIZATION AND IMPLICATION  
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter intends to provide a decision guideline by incorporating many different 
market environments. In addition, it helps show a firm when to reduce the variation and what 
attribute or metric should be improved, and how much it is worthwhile. It calculates the value of 
improvement before the firm rushes into improving quality without evaluating the consequences 
of such a move economically.  
5.2 NOMENCLATURE  
N: Market Size (number of potential customers). 
P: Price.  
V: The monetary value for achieving X levels of attributes. 
Vmax: The maximum monetary value for the optimal design. 
n: the distance between the nominal value and the nearest specification limit. 
∑: The covariance matrix. 
ω: The correlation coefficient. 
x1: The attribute level for the peanut butter and jelly mixture. 
x2: The attribute level for thickness of the bread. 
Pc: The competitor‘s price. 
x1c: The competitor‘s attribute level for the peanut butter and jelly mixture. 
x2c: The competitor‘s attribute level for thickness of the bread. 
c:   Unit cost per unit performance. 
f (n): The cost to improve the process quality to the n-sigma level. 
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5.3 VALUE-DRIVEN DESIGN (VDD) 
Expected utility is a rigorous approach in selecting the best alternative. The Six Sigma 
community makes the selection method on by relying on experts or by employing arbitrary 
methods such as Failure Mode Effect and Analysis (FMEA). These methods, however, lack the 
business aspect of Six Sigma, which is a customer-oriented method based on statistical analysis. 
However, setting targets is not a normative method. For instance, setting the company‘s 
performance level to be six sigma is not always economical. There is a growing need for a 
rigorous method that takes into account uncertainty, firm and customer preferences, and values 
the economical impact of such a decision. A value-driven design has gained great attention in the 
design community. Castagne et. al. (2009) presented an optimization methodology using a value-
driven design for the fuselage of an aircraft. Collopy (2007) mentioned that when placing the 
attributes in a proper driven objective function, one finds that the tradeoff between attributes is 
automatically executed in the original design. Abbas and Matheson (2005) found that in 
engineering design, when a target is set from top management the design team preference 
changes the course of an event. For example, if the team believes that the target can be 
successfully met then their behavior tends to be risk-averse. However, when the design team is 
going to miss the target then the behavior tends to be risk-seeking, with overall expected value 
with regard to the target. Moreover, rectangular setting, as shown below, is not normative (Abbas 
and Matheson, 2009).  
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Figure ‎5-1: Target setting is not a normative decision-making process. 
To overcome the inconsistency of the decision-maker, the objective is to obtain a value-
driven design in which each design alternative has a value as a function of the attribute levels. 
The utility over value is expressed as 
     1 2 1 2, , .l lU x x x U V x x x   (5.1) 
The firm product or service consists of attributes X ={x1,x2…xl}. Each level of the attribute is 
uncertain due to the manufacturing process and an uncontrollable environment. Therefore the 
expected utility, EU, can be expressed as 
     1 2 1 2 1 2, ,l l lEU U v x x x f x x x dx dx dx   (5.2) 
5.4 CASE STUDY: PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY SANDWICH 
To demonstrate that target setting is not a normative decision method, suppose that the 
firm is making peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. Two major attributes of concern are the 
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mixture of peanut butter and jelly and the thickness of the bread. The customer is willing to buy 
the optimal sandwich for Vmax and there are a total of N potential customers. The value of the 
sandwich decreases as the levels of the attributes deviate from the optimal ones (Abbas and 
Howard, 2005). Consider this deviation as a defective sandwich as when customer expectation is 
not met. Define x1 as mixture of peanut butter and jelly, and x2 as the thickness of the bread. The 
value function that returns a dollar amount for the peanut butter and jelly sandwich (Abbas and 
Howard, 2005)  
  
 
  
1
1
* *1 2
1 2 max 1 2 22
* *
2
, 2 2
x x
V x x NV x x x x
x x
    (5.3) 
The firm has a monetary value for its sandwich wherein the maximum selling price is $2, and the 
more the firm deviates from the nominal, the less is the monetary value. In reality, the firm 
charge $P and the customer buys if his/her monetary value for the product is higher than or equal 
to the firm‘s price. Suppose that the nominal are 0.5 and 0.75 for peanut butter and jelly mixture 
and bread thickness, respectively. The acceptable range for both attributes is [0-1] (i.e. LSL =0 
and USL=1) and the manufacturing process is normally distributed  
    1 1 2 20.5, 0.75,x N and x N   (5.4) 
Where 
1 2
1 2
0.5 0.25
and .
n n
    
Note that the standard deviation for the peanut butter and jelly mixture is assumed to be 0.5 when 
the distance between the nominal value and the closest specification limit is 1-sigma.  Similarly, 
for the bread thickness, the distance is assumed to be 0.25, which is the closest to the upper 
specification limit (i.e. USL=1). (The reason for this is for purposes of illustration.) The process 
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may have different standard deviations, but this has no impact on the insights and the use of DA 
tools. The objective is to show how DA helps in Six Sigma.  
 
Figure ‎5-2: Customer-acceptable range for attribute levels x1 and x2.  
The attribute of the peanut butter and jelly mixture is that probability that is dependent upon the 
thickness of the bread. The manufacturing process that produces the sandwich has either a 
positive correlation or a negative correlation between the two attributes. The correlation matrix, 
∑, is defined as 
 
1 1 2
1 2 2
2
2
  
  
 
    
 
 (5.5) 
The value of ω determines the correlation between the events of having x1 and x2 attribute levels. 
A negative value means the events are negatively correlated, whereas positive values indicate a 
positive correlation. The independent case is a special case where ω=0. 
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Figure ‎5-3: Evaluating the joint probability using a discrete domain. 
Suppose the firm has three alternatives: 
1) Improving the process for attribute x1 and keeping attribute x2 at its current level. 
2) Improving the process for attribute x2 and keeping attribute x1 at its current level. 
3) Improving both processes for attributes x1 and x2. 
Therefore the total profit is expressed as 
        1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2, , , , .x x n n V x x f n f n     (5.6) 
Where    1 1 1 2 2 2andf n a n b f n a n b    . 
We assume that the decision-maker maximizing the expected utility of profit will use a 
normalized exponential utility function (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947)   
  
      
      
1 2
1 2 1 2
. .
. . ,
e e
.
e e
f n f n
f n f n V x x
U
 
 
    
   

 

 (5.7) 
   1 2Pr , Pr ,l u l ux x x y x x x y y y      
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Define EU as the expected utility when the firm achieves an n1-sigma level for the peanut butter 
and jelly mixture, and an n2-sigma level for the thickness of the bread  
    
1 2
1 2 1 2,
x x
EU U f x x dx dx    (5.8) 
Form which the value certain equivalent,   , is given by 
 
       
    
      
1 2
1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2
.
. . ,
.
1
. ,
e
e e
e
lo
e
g
f n f n
f n f
V
n V x x
f n f n V x x
EU
V U

 
 


  
   
   
  
  
  
 

     (5.9) 
The objective is to maximize the certain equivalent,   . 
 
1 2, ,
arg max
P n n
V  (5.10) 
Consider that N=5000 customers and Vmax is $2. Figure 5-4 helps calculate the value of 
improving the current process to a higher sigma level, assuming a free improving quality cost 
(i.e.              0). This helps the firm evaluate the economic consequences of improving 
the manufacturing process to obtain the target values. Assume that the firm possesses the delta 
property. For example, suppose that the current firm sigma level is 2. To improve the process to 
a 3-sigma level the firm should not spend more than $1000 because CE (3)-CE (2) =$1000 for a 
risk-seeking firm (γ=-1.7346 x10-4). In addition, the firm has a slight increase in the value-certain 
equivalent for a sigma level beyond 3-sigma. This suggests that continuous improvement is not 
necessary after a 3-sigma level is reached in this case. 
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Figure ‎5-4: The value of a certain equivalent for improving the quality of both attributes to n-sigma levels. 
Figures 5-5 to 5-7 show the effects of minimizing the variation on the process for both 
attributes, as the process tends to produce an optimal sandwich more often for a process near 
perfection.  
 
Figure ‎5-5: Current firm level with a 1-sigma‎level‎(σ1=0.5,‎σ2=0.25,‎γ=3.4692x10
-5
). 
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Figure ‎5-6: Firm performance level of 3-sigma (σ1=0.167,‎σ2=0.083,‎γ=3.4692x10
-5
). 
 
 
Figure ‎5-7: Firm performance level of 6-sigma‎(σ1=0.05567,‎σ2=0.04167,‎γ=3.4692x10
-5
). 
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Reducing the process variation of each attribute to n-sigma has an increasing function with 
respect to n. Waxer (2006) indicated that firms usually spend 15-20% of their total revenue to 
reduce the variation to near perfection.  Therefore the total cost is expressed as 
   max
0.2
.
6
n
f n V N  (5.11) 
Assume that the improving quality cost increases linearly. Note that the cost to improve quality 
may not take a mathematical form (i.e., the fi rm may estimate the cost to have zero defects by 
buying totally new machines or by further training employees). The decision analysis helps to 
compute the economical value for such alternatives. The cost is expressed as a mathematical 
form for illustration purposes to show the effect of various scenarios on Six Sigma project 
selection. Moreover, continuous improvement beyond a certain level may not be economical. If 
the firm has a choice to choose only one attribute to improve, then the manufacturing process of 
a peanut butter and jelly sandwich needs to be modified to the 3-sigma level. Note that bread 
thickness, for example, needs not be improved beyond the 2-sigma level. Improving both 
processes to a 2.75-sigma has the most economic value to the firm. Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show the 
optimal level of quality for risk-seeking and risk-averse firms, respectively.  
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Figure ‎5-8:‎Optimal‎Sigma‎level‎for‎the‎three‎alternatives‎(ω=0,‎γ=-3.4692x10-5). 
 
Figure ‎5-9:‎Optimal‎Sigma‎level‎for‎the‎three‎alternatives‎(ω=0,‎γ=3.4692x10-5). 
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Figure ‎5-10: The utility of achieving attribute levels x1 and x2 and their joint distribution. 
 
 
Figure ‎5-11: The iso-preferences contours with two probability-dependent attribute levels. 
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Figure ‎5-12:‎Optimal‎Sigma‎level‎for‎the‎three‎alternatives‎(ω=0.65,‎γ=-3.4692x10-5). 
 
 
Figure ‎5-13:‎Optimal‎Sigma‎level‎for‎the‎three‎alternatives‎(ω=-0.65,‎γ=-3.4692x10-5). 
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5.5 VALUE FUNCTION WITH MARKET PROPERTIES 
This section studies the effect of market properties on improving quality decisions. Most Six 
Sigma literature focuses on continuous improvement in order to survive in a competitive market. 
This section tries to investigate the following concerns: 
1) Is there a ceiling for improving performance? 
2) How do customers and competitors affect improving quality decisions? 
3) Does the price-demand relationship affect a firm‘s decision to improve quality? 
Market properties are a price-demand relationship of a competitor‘s price and performance. 
In general customers choose a product based on monetary value maximization. Six Sigma has 
made a significant impact on the service sector, which is considered non-profitable when the 
objective is to reduce the variability of one or more metrics, such as waiting time in an 
emergency room in a hospital. In manufacturing, however, it is a different and difficult scenario.  
The firm has to compete and share markets with other companies. Many uncertainties are 
involved, such as demand, competitor‘s reaction, etc. The objective is to bridge the gap between 
engineering and business aspects of Six Sigma by linking the decision of improving products or 
services using Six Sigma (engineering aspect) to profit maximization (business aspect).  The 
following influence diagram illustrates the objective of this section (Figure 5-14). 
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Figure ‎5-14: Influence diagram including market properties. 
5.5.1 Demand (D) 
The demand model presented by Ahn et. al. (2007) studies the effect of price on market 
size N which can be modified to incorporate performance, using the standard linear demand 
function 
                                               D N P                                      (5.12) 
Where θ is the price-demand sensitivity parameter. 
Therefore, the demand can be modeled by combining both price and performance, as in (5.12) 
and (4.4) in Chapter 4. From which  
    
 
   
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 

 (5.13) 
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5.5.2 Profit, Π 
Assume the customer has a logarithmic value function (Kreps, 1988; Cohen et al, 2001)  
      . ln .U Q Q  (5.14) 
Assume the firm is risk-neutral over profit; therefore, the expected profit, E (Π), is expressed as  
      , max ,0oo o
o c
Q
E P Q N P P cQ
Q Q

 
    
 
 (5.15) 
where the value, c, is the cost of per-unit performance and the total performance cost is linear. 
Proposition 5.1 
 There exists an optimal improving window for quality that is enlarged with market size, N, and 
competitor performance, Qc, and shrinks with higher sensitive demand with price and improving 
quality cost, c.  
 
 
*
8 93
4 4
c cc
Q N c QQ
Q
c



    (5.16) 
Proof 
By solving the partial derivatives 
 
0 
E
P
 


 
 *
2
N cQ
P



  (5.17) 
By replacing the optimal price into an equation, total profit is expressed as 
  
 
1 1
1 1
2 2
c
c Q
NQ c Q cQ
E
Q Q



  
    
   

 (5.18) 
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The optimal product performance is obtained by solving 0. 
Q



 
From the optimal performance level, the following insights can be concluded: 
 In highly sensitive demand with price,      θ          lower performance is preferred 
due to the monotonic increase of performance cost. 
 Market size has an increasing effect on performance. 
 There exists a certain competitor‘s performance level beyond which the improving 
window for the firm‘s performance shrinks. Therefore, the firm should slightly increase 
its performance. This window of improvement is related positively to market size and 
negatively to both the performance cost and sensitivity of demand with price. Therefore, 
the firm should consider four critical factors—market size, sensitivity of demand with 
price, performance cost, and competitor performance—when evaluating any Six Sigma 
project.   
 
Figure ‎5-15: The effect of market size (N), price-demand relation (θ), and performance cost ,c, on critical 
competitor performance. 
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Figure ‎5-16:‎Illustrative‎example‎showing‎the‎optimal‎firm’s‎performance‎with‎respect‎to‎its competitor. 
5.5.3 Market properties with value function (PBJS)  
Suppose that there are, W, alternative products in the market and the customer has the 
option to buy or not to buy. Then the customer surplus value of price is given as   
   1 2,hj j l j hjV V x x x P     (5.19) 
Where 
 :  idiosyncratic preference of customer  for brand .hj h j  
 : Price sensitivity parameter.  
Assume hj  is independent and follows an extreme value distribution 
  
ye
hj y e
   (5.20) 
From which the market share for the firm j, Sj, using discrete choice model (McFadden, 1986) 
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 (5.21) 
Anderson et al. (1992) and Besanko et al. (1998) show that the optimal markup        
 
 
1
1
j j
j
P C
S
 

 (5.22) 
The optimal markup of price over cost indicates that there is a ceiling to performance 
improvement as a function of market share and demand-price sensitivity. Note that the larger the 
market share of a brand, j; the higher is its optimal margin. Also, the lower the price sensitivity 
of the market (i.e., the larger the 1/η), the higher is the margin. Finally, when market share of a 
brand is very small, the optimal margin approaches 1/η.  
However, this finding, using Nash equilibrium, excludes the market size (i.e., number of 
customers) where the analytical model derived above in Section 5.2.2 suggests that market size 
(i.e., the number of potential customers) affects optimal performance level, which typically has 
an influence on the mark-up decision.  
Using the example of the peanut butter and jelly sandwich, where the customer has a 
monetary value for the product given its levels of peanut butter and jelly mixture, and bread 
thickness V(x1, x2). In general customers choose a product based on value maximization (i.e., the 
customer buys product, j that maximizes her value).  The sandwich costs the firm, cj, to be made.  
The total profit, including the improving quality cost, f (n), can be expressed as 
    j j j jN P c S f n     (5.23) 
Since the attribute levels are uncertain, thus, the expected utility of profit Π  
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      1 2 1,j l l
X
EU U f x x x dx dx    (5.24) 
The objective is to maximize the expected utility by wisely improving process quality to an n
*
-
sigma level and selling the sandwich with an optimal price P
*
 
  
,
arg max
P n
EU   (5.25) 
The firm apparently makes two decisions: (1) price, P, and (2) sigma level, n, which indicates 
performance. Suppose that the firm is competing with a dominant competitor that has a peanut 
butter and jelly mixture level,     , and a bread thickness of,    as well as a competitive price, 
Pc. Therefore, the market share, S, is given as
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  (5.26) 
Assume that the firm is risk-neutral. Define the current market data as the base case for the 
study. 
Table ‎5-1: Data for base market case. 
Competitor  
Peanut Butter & 
Jelly Level 
Competitor Bread 
Thickness Level 
Competitor  
Price 
Demand-Price Sensitivity 
parameter 
x1c=0.30 x2c=0.45 Pc=$1.25 η= 1.30 
 
It is essential for the firm to evaluate the economic consequences once it achieves a 
higher level of process quality (i.e., a lower defect rate). Figure 5.17 shows a certain equivalent, 
which is the expected profit for a risk-neutral firm for various sigma levels. Clearly there is a 
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wider gap between the lower sigma levels (n≤2) and the higher ones (n≥3). If the firm reaches a 
3-sigma level, the economic gap (room for improvement) is slim. The firm may be at a level n=2 
and would like to improve to n=3 sigma level, which would be worth about $400 in this case. 
Intuitively, if it costs more than $400, it is not a good decision to improve the product. 
 
Figure ‎5-17: The certain equivalent for free quality improvement (xc1=0.30, xc2=0.45, η=1.3 and Pc=$1.4). 
This section illustrates the effect of market properties: (1) competitor behavior (price and 
performance) and (2) demand price sensitivity. The competitor‘s performance plays a major role 
on the firm‘s value of performance.  Figure 5-18 indicates that as the competitor deviates from 
nominal values, the value of performance increases. Therefore, the firm should increase its 
performance when competitor performance is low. Note that the firm increases both price and 
performance as the competitor has a lower quality. This observation is robust, although the 
values of performance improvement may change; however, the trend is the same. The analytical 
model previously derived supports this observation, as the competitor has an outstanding 
performance, plus the firm has a decreased value for improving performance.  
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Figure ‎5-18: Value of improving quality to n=4.5 varies with respect to competitor and market 
characteristics. 
Figure 5-18 shows that the value of improving performance to an outstanding level of 
n=4.5 (Six Sigma objective). This figure shows four regions with different values of 
performance improvement depending on market characteristics. This indicates that every 
company has its own value of improvement, and since Six Sigma is generally based on best 
practice, what works for company X may not work for company Y. As the competitor deviates 
from nominal values (i.e., competitor performance is not superior), the firm has a higher value 
for improving its process quality. The upper left-hand side corner has the highest value for 
improving quality because the market is sensitive to price and the competitor is not doing well in 
both performance and price (i.e., the customer‘s value for the competitor‘s product is less than 
the competitor‘s price). Clearly, as demand is sensitive to price and hence competitor price is 
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fixed at $1 for this analysis, the customer tends to value the competitor‘s product less, and 
therefore the firm has a higher value for improvement.  
In general the firm may have the option of keeping the status quo or increasing its level to 
n=4.5 (Six Sigma level). However, it costs 15% of the total profit to increase the performance to 
a 4.5-sigma level.  Suppose that the process‘s current quality level is 2.5-sigma. The firm has two 
alternatives—either keep the status quo or adopt Six Sigma and improve the process variation to 
4.5-sigma (a long-run objective for Six Sigma). The firm, however, will spend 15% of its 
revenue to achieve 4.5-sigma (Waxer, 2006). Figure 5-19 illustrates that sometimes it is optimal 
to keep the status quo—otherwise, improving process variation is optimal. For this example, as 
demand is more sensitive than price, then it is recommended to improve the process variation. 
 
Figure ‎5-19: The effect of demand-price sensitivity on quality improvement decisions. 
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CHAPTER 6:      JOINT MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING MODEL  
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Decision analysis is a rigorous tool which incorporates uncertainties, obtains the value of 
information and indeed helps the firm to evaluate if the current project is a sound one. Many 
industries fall into the trap in which every department within the organization has a different 
objective. First, it is important that profit is the main goal across the organization. Uncertainty is 
not addressed properly in Six Sigma, especially during the project selection stage, on which the 
success or failure of Six Sigma hinges. This chapter addresses how DA deals with uncertainty 
and indeed makes normative decisions. Suppose that the current manufacturing process has 
variation which causes non-confirming units to be produced. This variation on the manufacturing 
process can be due to human error or an uncontrollable environment. Each non-confirming unit 
(i.e., defective) causes cdefective. The defective cost includes rework, warranty, transportation, 
legal attention, etc. The firm however, has uncertainty regarding how much a defective unit may 
cost. This randomness regarding defective cost is due to different opportunities that may cause 
the defect. The manufacturer may recall all or a fraction of its products due to defects, especially 
during the warranty period. For example, Dell recalled approximately 18,000 units  worldwide 
due to a defective battery (www.dell.com). Recently, Hyundai recalled Sonata models 1999-
2004, which operate in certain states due to a defect called (the Salt Belt) which relates to motor 
vehicle safety (Hyundai Motor America, 2009). A defect can be generated by either a product 
design or an imperfect production process. A product design defect can be reduced by 
performing testing during the early stage of the product development process, which is addressed 
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in chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Toyota is currently undergoing a major recall which has cost 
the company millions of dollars since 2009.  
Moreover, there is another uncertainty regarding manufacturing cost. The uncertainty 
about the manufacturing cost is due to such factors as material cost, supplier price increase, etc. 
(reference). Demand is uncertain, which is common in business and engineering literature. 
However, the firm may estimate the periodic demand using relevant historic data for similar 
products. The firm may have a prior belief about demand at a given price or it may assume that 
the price-demand trend is known. Finally, the firm has to make a price decision based on many 
given uncertainties. 
 
Figure ‎6-1: Decision tree for the firm, including some uncertainties. 
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C Low
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Figure 6-1 shows the proposed dilemma in a decision tree illustration. Note that each 
uncertainty is reduced to three levels: low, base, and high. These levels are obtained using the 
equal areas method.  
6.2 NOMENCLATURE  
Pi: Product Price (i). 
Di: Product Demand at price i. 
R: Revenue. 
G: Total number of surveys. 
s: Number of ―yes‖ responses in the G surveys. 
ϕi: Fraction of total customer who will buy at price i. 
Π: Total profit. 
α, β: Beta distribution parameters beta (α, β). 
q: The probability that a unit produced is confirming.  
Cm: Manufacturing cost per unit. 
Cdefective: Defective cost per non-confirming unit.  
6.3 PROFIT CALCULATION  
Given a price Pi the total profit at each branch is expressed as 
   1
iP i manufactruing defective
P c q c D       (6.1) 
From which the firm‘s utility over profit, Π, is given as   
  
.( ) .( )
.( ).( )
e e
e e
l
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 
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   
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
 

 (6.2) 
Where    1 1and .l nlow defect high m high f High n m lowD P C C D P C        
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Note that D C manufacturing and Cdefective represent one level. The firm maximizes the expected 
utility, EU, over profit.  
    .PrEU U  

    (6.3) 
The certain equivalent,     is expressed as  
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    
      (6.4) 
6.4 CONTINUOUS TO DISCRETE DOMAIN  
Generally, uncertainties are given in the form of continuous distributions that have certain 
properties with which to capture decision-maker belief. Sometimes, computations in a 
continuous domain are time-consuming. However, any continuous distribution can be discretized 
to three (low base and high) or more levels using the equal area method without any loss of 
generality (McNamee and Celona, 2001). Moreover, probability distributions can be constructed 
using discrete probability assessments of the variable (Abbas, 2002 and 2006).  
 
Figure ‎6-2: Equal area method with Cumulative Density Function (CDF) for x. 
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Given that x is low; choose x such that a1 is equal to a2. Likewise, choose x such that a3 and a4 
are equal, which indicates x base. Finally, choose x where a5 and a6 are equal. Thus x can 
represented as  
 
Figure ‎6-3: Continuous to discrete domain. 
6.5 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
All the uncertainties in the decision tree presented in Figure 6-1 are captured with beta 
distribution. The beta distribution family is accurate for capturing the firm‘s beliefs and 
knowledge. Moreover, other distributions such as Gaussian have no limits and there is no such 
infinite demand. Beta is bounded by market size. Information value varies between different 
market characteristics. Suppose that the firm has the following prior knowledge about each 
uncertainty. Note that the firm may have other methods of distribution and the following can be 
used as a decision template. Assume the firm is a risk-averse (i.e. γ= 1.7346x10-9) and the total 
market size is one million customers.  
Table ‎6-1: Demand prior distribution for each price P. 
Demand P1 
$100 
P2 
$200 
P3 
$300 
P4 
$400 
P5 
$500 
P6 
$600 
P7 
$700 
P8 
$800 
P9 
$900 
P10 
$1000 
αi 15 12 10 7 6 5 4 3 2 2 
βi 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 12 15 
 
xlow
x base
xhigh
x~
0.25
0.50
0.25
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Similarly, the firm has the following distribution with regard to the remainder of various 
uncertainties. Beta distribution is also used, for its ability to capture the firm‘s belief, plus it can 
be defined for an infinite domain. 
Table ‎6-2: Prior distribution for each uncertainty. 
Uncertainty Distribution Max Min 
Manufacturing Cost Beta(10,3) $75 $50 
Defect Cost ―low‖ Beta(2,10) $500 $50 
Defect Cost ―high‖ Beta(10,2) $500 $50 
Good/Bad unit (q) ―low‖ Beta(2,10) 100% 0% 
Good/Bad unit (q) ―high‖ Beta(10,2) 100% 0% 
 
Given the above prior information, the optimal price and the certain equivalent is 
obtained in Figure 6-4. Process quality as employed here is the ability to produce more 
confirming units. Four scenarios are investigated. Clearly the best scenario occurs when process 
quality (i.e., minimal variation) is high and defective cost is minimal. Moreover, having a high-
quality manufacturing process with high defective cost is almost identical to having a low quality 
manufacturing process (i.e., the process produces many bad units) with low defective cost. This 
means that a firm that has a lower defective cost should not invest in improving process quality, 
while the opposite is true for firms having a higher defective cost. The worst case scenario, 
intuitively, is having the worst of both process and defective cost. However, one simple solution 
is to raise the product price. Therefore, a company facing a high volume of defective units due to 
high variation in the process should increase its price. This is due to two factors: (1) higher price 
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means lower demand and thus lower number of defective units, and (2) increased price helps 
compensate any additional cost due to defective units.  
 
Figure ‎6-4: Optimal product price given the above uncertainties in the tree. 
The use of Decision Analysis helps making a ―good‖ decision based on rigorous method 
and thus the decision-maker can arrive at better decisions. The tornado diagram (Figure 6-5 and 
Figure 6-6) answers the inquiry of what uncertainty affects our value (profit) the most. For 
example, when demand is at its high level while other uncertainties are at their base level, profit 
is over $204 million. However, when demand is at its low level, while keeping uncertainties at 
their base levels, the profit is $53.6 million. The tornado diagram shows that demand is the most 
important uncertainty. Consequently, the firm needs to update its knowledge about demand. The 
manufacturing process in this case has a less significant impact on total profit. Reducing the 
variability on this process will not help the firm much, especially if the process is expensive. On 
the other hand, the manufacturing process is ranked second, as shown in Figure 6-6. Therefore, 
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companies should evaluate the economic impact before rushing into improving process quality, 
as they might not need it (Figure 6-5).  
 
Figure ‎6-5: Tornado diagram for the given numerical analysis. 
 
 
Figure ‎6-6: Tornado diagram for a different process quality with a beta distribution beta (3, 2). 
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6.6 UPDATING DEMAND 
The tornado diagram shows that uncertainty in demand most influences profit. Therefore, 
updating demand is necessary. One way to update demand is by observing early sales (Fisher and 
Raman, 1996). Suppose that the firm has a product, X, which can be sold for three potential 
prices (Plow, Pbase, and Phigh). The firm has prior information on the percentage of customers who 
will pay for each price ϕi. Suppose that the firm conducted G surveys with one question: ―Will 
you buy at this price?‖ and the customers say ―yes‖ or ―no.‖  Assume that the firm conducts the 
survey focusing on the middle price Pbase. Therefore the posterior distribution on the middle 
price ϕ2 is expressed as 
      
22 2 2
, ,& 1 &
G sss G H   

   (6.5) 
in which H is a normalizing constant. 
Assume the conjugate and prior have the same distribution type. Suppose that the 
distribution on the fraction of the total customer that will buy the product at price Pi is a beta 
distribution with parameter αi and βi. Therefore, suppose that, s, customers say ―yes‖ out of the G 
surveys. Then the posterior at the middle price is expressed as 
    
11
2 2 2, ,& 1
G sss G
  
      (6.6) 
in which    2 2 2, ,& ,s G beta s G s     . 
The question becomes how that updates the fraction of people who will say ―yes‖ or buy 
the product, given that s customers agree to buy at the base price. We know that the number of 
customers that will buy at the lower price will be more than, s, and the number of customers that 
will buy at the higher price will be lower than, s.  From which at the lower price, P1, 
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Similarly at the higher price P3 
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Since conducting, G, should not influence ϕ={r/n, &} where the following called beta –binomial 
distribution.  
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 (6.9) 
Suppose that the firm has the following prior beta distribution at each price. 
Table ‎6-3: Prior demand distribution at the three potential prices. 
Plow=$200 Pbase=$350 Phigh=$500 
Beta (5,2) Beta (3,3) Beta(2,5) 
 
The firm conducted 100 surveys. The following figures illustrate how the firm updated its 
demand using the above Bayesian updates formulas. Figures 6-7 and 6-8 illustrate how the 
demand is shifted given the results of the survey. In addition, the variance becomes narrower 
because the firm has new information to form its belief.  
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Figure ‎6-7: Demand distribution updates at price Pbase given‎20%‎says‎“yes”. 
 
 
Figure ‎6-8: Demand distribution updates at price Pbase given‎80%‎says‎“yes”. 
 
Similarly, the results of the survey update both demand distributions at the other potential 
prices. Figures 6-9 and 6-10 illustrate the effect of 20% ―yes‖ and 80% ―yes,‖ respectively. Note 
Posterior distribution
Prior distribution
Posterior distribution
Prior distribution
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that when 20% of customers say ―yes,‖ that does not tell the firm much about Plow because the 
firm knows at least 20% will say ―yes‖ at Plow. 
 
Figure ‎6-9: Demand distribution updates at price Plow given 20%‎says‎“yes”‎at Pbase  . 
 
 
Figure ‎6-10: Demand distribution updates at price Plow given 80%‎says‎“yes”‎at‎Pbase  . 
Posterior distributionPrior distribution
Prior distribution
Posterior distribution
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Figure ‎6-11: Demand distribution updates at price Phigh  given 20% saying “yes”‎at Pbase . 
 
 
Figure ‎6-12: Demand distribution updates at price Phigh  given 80% saying “yes”‎at Pbase . 
This means that the positive responses update the lower price better; however, the negative 
responses also update the higher price better. Thus, the practical question becomes: How much 
of this survey worthwhile? The next section helps answer this inquiry.  
Prior distribution
Posterior distribution
Posterior distribution
Prior distribution
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6.7 VALUE OF EXPERIMENTATION 
Suppose that the firm has the delta property. Therefore, the value of experimentation 
(conducting G surveys) will be the certain equivalent of the deal that takes place before the 
survey (prior information) minus the certain equivalent after the survey (posterior information). 
The decision tree in Figure 6-13 helps evaluate the certain equivalent for conducting G Surveys. 
Assume that the manufacturing cost is a sunk cost and the firm wants to optimize its revenue. 
Assume that the total number of customers is 10,000 and the firm is risk-neutral. The expected 
profit is $1.7539 million with the prior demand information. The firm would like to conduct 100 
surveys and needs to know if this is worthwhile and if so, how much should the firm pay? 
In Figure 6-13 the company makes a decision on the price given via the survey result. Note 
that probability for the percentage of ―yes‖ on the total surveys is simply ϕ2. The expected profit 
after conducting the survey is $2.55 M. Therefore it is worthwhile to conduct a survey. The 
maximum the firm should pay is $0.6 M. Note that if the prior distributions are beta (50, 20), 
beta (30, 30), and beta (20, 50) with an expected profit of $1.8 million. The expected profit after 
survey is $145M, which means it is not worthwhile to conduct the survey.  
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Figure ‎6-13: Decision tree to obtain the value of experimentation. 
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CHAPTER 7:      DETERMINISTIC TESTING IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
7.1 INTRODUCTION  
Testing in product development is essential for improving quality and reliability of the 
product. The cost of a test generally involves the cost and the time with regard to equipment, 
materials and supplies, human resources, and facilities. The cost can be very high, such as 
crashing a new car, or it can be low, such as testing a chemical compound. Some essential 
benefits when performing tests during product development process are that more information 
about the product features is available at early stages. This information helps resolve design 
problems that can evolve at later stages and often enables customer feedback before official 
launch of a product.  
      Recent research in new product development has viewed testing as ―design-build-test-
analyze‖ cycle to emphasis the importance of analysis of tests in directing the decision made 
during the process (Thomke, 2001).  Although testing can have various shapes, the analysis 
focuses on the most common testing used in industries. Cost of testing drives firms to perform 
last or ―killer‖ tests at the end of the development process. In contrast, early information about 
the product (design, features, reliability, etc.) can prevent disastrous scenarios near the end of the 
development process. Therefore, two key elements must be included when studying sequential 
testing in product development: (i) the number and (ii) the timing of the tests. Sequential testing 
has two extreme policies: infinite (frequent) testing, especially when test‘s cost is very slim and 
one ‗killer‘ test at the end of the development process, mainly when the test‘s cost is very high. 
Intuitively, there exists an optimal policy that lies in between these two extremes. However, the 
main challenge is when and how frequently testing should be performed. Costs and accumulated 
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problems at any time, t, are the two key elements that determine the optimal policy. The 
literature on prototyping and testing proposes that many firms are testing too infrequently and 
too late in the process (Thomke and Bell, 2001).     
This chapter provides a generalization of the existing model and a new framework for 
optimal testing strategies. The design team should at least understand the relationship between 
these two inputs in order to achieve a testing policy that minimizes the total rework cost. The 
relationship between the redesign cost and the design errors can be classified as linear or 
symmetric, convex, or concave. For the linear case the redesign cost increases linearly with the 
amount of redesign errors throughout the design process. However, for the convex relationship, 
the redesign cost increases slightly at the beginning of the design and then increases rapidly 
toward the end of the design. In contrast, the redesign cost increases rapidly at the beginning of 
the design and then nearly remains constant toward the end of the design process. 
7.2 TESTING DECISION 
Consider a product development process that takes T time-units to be completed. At any 
time t ( 0 1t  ) the accumulated errors and design problems are given by v(t). Obviously, v (t) 
is a monotonically non-decreasing function of t. This implies that the more time spent on the 
design, the more errors are accumulated. The cost of conducting a test has two elements: fixed 
and variable costs. The fixed cost is $ m/ test and the variable rework cost is c (t). Note that c (t) 
is assumed to be a monotonically non-decreasing function of t since the cost for rework at an 
early test stage is cheaper than the rework cost for later stages. For example, an error in the 
design that was discovered at a later stage and was built to the wrong dimension or calculation 
based on former stages may lead to an extremely higher cost of redesign. At any given time ti, 
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the total cost for conducting a test is  1( ). ( ) ( )i i im c t v t v t   . In addition, the firm must perform a 
final test at the end of the product development process (i.e., t=T). As discussed in the 
introduction, two extreme scenarios exist: frequent testing and one last test. The firm must find 
the optimal policy that answers two crucial concerns: (i) the number and (ii) the timing of the 
tests. The main focus of this paper is to establish managerial insights or guidelines to help obtain 
the optimal policy using both Decision Analysis and Control Theory. Figure 7-1 below illustrates 
the design accumulated errors with time, t. Every product development problem has a different 
design error rate at various design stages. Moreover, rework cost may have different forms and 
may vary depending on product type. 
 
Figure 7-1: Redesign cost and accumulated error cost with respect to time. 
The aim is to find the optimal timing and frequency of testing for different product 
development processes. Some product development processes have linear or constant rates of 
error accumulation throughout the development process. On the other hand, others have 
exponential error rates in which one vital mistake can lead to a design disaster and mislead the 
entire process, especially with respect to the downstream stages. One example is building a tower 
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in which the base foundations can be crucial and any mistake (if not detected) can lead to a 
design disaster later on—a situation in which fixing these design errors may become very high 
indeed. 
7.3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
      The sequential testing problem in engineering design can be formulated as an optimization 
problem in which the following notions are used 
v (t): accumulated design errors (increasing with t). 
c (t): cost of rework at time t (increasing with t). 
m: setup cost to conduct an intermediate test. 
n: number of intermediate test. 
The problem can be formulated as sequential decision-making (Figure 7-2). Suppose at 
time t1, the design team decides to conduct a test and later, at time t2 another test is conducted, 
then the total saving (c (T).v (T) – current cost with test-test policy)  
                2 1 1 2 22  + ( ( ) -  ( )) ( )  ( ( ) -  ( )) ( )S m c t c t v t c T c t v t                                (7.1)  
Similarly, when the design team decides to test at t1 but does not test at time t2 then the saving S 
is expressed as 
                                                     1 1.  - .S c T c t v t m                                           (7.2)    
For the decision of testing at time t2 and not to test at time t1, the saving S is written as                                                                                               
                                                     2 2.  - .S c T c t v t m                                        (7.3)    
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Figure 7-2: Sequential testing decisions at time t1 and t2. 
 
Note that the saving S is zero for the ‗no tests‘ decision at both time t1 and t2. The reason 
is that this decision will lead to the ―killer‖ test at the end of the design and so there is no 
difference between current policy and the ―killer‖ test policy.  
Suppose that the design team decides to test at time ti given that the last test was 
conducted at time ti-1. Therefore, the total cost at time ti is given as  1( ). ( ) ( )i i im c t v t v t    that 
another test will be conducted at time ti+1. Therefore, the following optimization problem can be 
addressed as:  
                                  
 
 
1
1
1
1
1
1
min ( , ) . ( ) ( ) ( )
. . ( ) ( ) ( )
n
i i i
i
n
i i
i
f t n n m v t v t c t
s t v t v t v T






  
 


                             (7.4)    
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In the problem (7.4), the first term in the cost function f (t, n) is the fixed cost (n.m) for 
conducting n tests. The other term is the total redesign cost, which is a function of the test‘s 
timing. The initial condition given is that no errors were there at time zero and the total 
accumulated errors is v (T). One clear fact is that tests save money by means of early detection; 
therefore less rework is performed at the end of the development process. Thus, a wasteful test is 
the one that does not save the firm at least $m. When the design team conducts a test, the amount 
of errors discovered at time ti is               given that the last design test is conducted at 
time ti-1. The design team was able to rework these design errors at a cheaper cost c (ti) compared 
to c (ti+1). Therefore, the test costs the design team $m but saves them  
  1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .i i i iv t v t c t c t    Mathematically, the following must be true for a test to be 
conducted: 
                                 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i iv t v t c t c t m                                                    (7.5)  
The condition in (7.5) suggests that by conducting a test at time ti, where the accumulated 
design errors is              and solving these errors at a cost of c(t) must at least save the 
design team $m; otherwise it is better not to conduct a test. Another observation is as    then 
it is always preferable to conduct a test, since the condition given by (7.5) is always true. On the 
other hand, as the test‘s fixed cost            then it is optimal not to conduct any 
intermediate tests.  
7.4 SINGLE TEST  
      In this case, a single intermediate testing is performed (i.e. n=2) during the product 
development process; thus the saving function ( )f t can be expressed as: 
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                                               ( ) ( ).( ( ) ( ))f t v t c T c t m                                             (7.6) 
Solving 0
df
dt
   leads to  
                                                        
' '( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
v t c t
v t c T c t


.                                                 (7.7) 
Solving equation (7.7) gives the optimal single test time t
*
 for any forms of v (t) and c (t). 
In some cases the cost function at time t is a function of the amount of rework or issues to be 
solved. Consider the following case where the cost of reworking can be written as:  
                                                             ( ) . ( )
kc t a v t b  .                                               (7.8) 
Thus the optimal condition of conducting a test is at the time when  
                                                                 
 
*
1
( ) 1
.
( )
1 k
v t
v T
k


                                            (7.9) 
The optimal timing varies with the value of k and therefore identifies the relationship between c 
(t), and v (t) is important.    
                                                          
1
0
1 1
lim
(1 )
k
k
e
k



.                                                 (7.10) 
Equation (7.10) suggests that for a cost function that increases sharply at an early stage of 
design but stays almost constant throughout the process, the single test must be carried out at a 
time t
*
 which stratifies
*( ) 1
( )
v t
v T e
 .  
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Figure 7-3: Optimality condition for c (t)-v (t) relation (a) concave (b) convex. 
In Figure 7-3, the optimal time for a single test must be before 
( )
0.5
( )
v t
v T
  given that the 
relationship between cost function c(t) and accumulated errors is   concave ( 0 1k  ). While for 
a convex c (t) in v (t) (k >1) it is optimal to conduct a test after
( )
0.5
( )
v t
v T
 . It is essential in single 
testing to know roughly the time at which the accumulated design problems is half of the total 
errors and the relationship between the rework cost c (t) and rework amount.  
      As a rule of thumb, if the design team believes that the cost function has a convex shape (i.e., 
the cost is particularly high toward the end of the design ( t T ) then it is optimal to test after 
the halfway point of the accumulated errors. However, if the design team believes that the cost 
increases sharply during the early stages and stays nearly constant toward the end (T), it is 
advisable to perform a test before half of the accumulated errors take place. Therefore, for any 
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concave relationship between the rework cost c (t) and accumulated error v (t), the optimal 
timing for a single test is always between
*1 ( ) 1
(0,1)
( ) 2
v t
k
e v T
    .  
7.5 MULTIPLE TESTS  
Intuitively, a test is performed in order to save money by solving issues prior to the last 
test, which must be performed at time T. As discussed in condition (7.5), the test has a benefit of 
saving money by reworking the design problem at an earlier time for a cheaper cost. Therefore, 
the last test, which is at a higher cost, will have a lesser amount to rework or solve. But, 
conducting a test will cost $m. A test must be beneficial in the sense that by solving 
problems/issues earlier it must therefore save at least $m. Normally testing is performed within a 
regular time period (Thomke and Bell, 2001) 
                                        1 [1, ]i it t t i n                                                             (7.11)                                                  
In most product development processes, conducting a regular test every ∆t is not optimal 
because the condition (7.5) is not satisfied. For example, suppose that a test is conducted 
regularly at an expense of m every ∆t. However, there was no rework, or issues have been found 
(i.e. 1( ( ) ( ))i iv t v t  =0), which leads to a wasteful test or a loss of $ m. Therefore, an optimal 
policy that includes the optimal number of tests (n
*
) and the optimal timing of each test (
*
it ) can 
be obtained by solving the optimization problem in (7.4). By solving the partial derivatives for ti, 
an optimal condition may be obtained:  
                         
  1 1
1
( ) ( ( ) ( )
0
n
i i i i
i
i
v t v t c t c t
t
 

  



.                                      (7.12) 
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From which at every optimal ti
*
, the following conditions can be obtained. 
                                           
* * *
1
* * *
1
'( ) ( ) ( )
.
'( ) ( ) ( )
i i i
i i i
c t c t c t
v t v t v t





                                                    (7.13)  
In equation (7.13) for ( ) . ( )
kc t a v t b  , the left-hand side
'( )
'( )
i
i
c t
v t
 is written as 
1( )kia k v t

. The 
following relationships can be obtained for all time 
*
it between 0 and T. Define the optimal set 
 ** * *1 1, nA t t t which means optimal timing of n
*
 optimal tests. Therefore, the following 
relationships can be obtained between the optimal times as follows: 
                
 
 
   
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1 1
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k
v t k v t
v t v t
v t v
k k k
t
v t f k v T
k
k k k
k





 
   
 
 
  
 



      
 
                                       (7.14) 
For the linear relationship between c (t) and v (t) (i.e. k=1), the expressions in (7.14) can simply 
written as: 
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* *
1 2
* *
2 3
* *
3 4
*
1
( ) ( )
2
2
( ) ( )
3
3
( ) ( )
4
( ) ( ).
1
n
v t v t
v t v t
v t v t
n
v t v T
n





                                                 (7.15)  
Following the relationship in (7.15) then *
1
1
( ) ( )v t v T
n
 which means when the relationship 
between redesign cost c(t) and accumulated design error is linear (k=1), it is optimal to conduct 
tests at an equal redesign amount    
 * *
1
1
i i
v T
v t v t
n
 

. 
Proposition 7.1 
The number of tests n
*
 for a linear relationship between c (t) and v (t) is given as:  
                                   
      * 2 21
2
v T b c T av T
n
m
 
                                       (7.16) 
Proof 
The optimization problem in (7.4) can be rewritten as:  
 
   
        
2
1
2 1
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1 1 1
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n
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    
        
  

  
 






              (7.17) 
From which 
( )
0
df n
dn
  leads to the optimal n
*
 given in (7.16). Figure 7-5 shows an example in 
which m=0.08, a=1, b=0 and T=1. Then the optimal n
*
=4 (i.e., four intermediate tests will be 
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performed). As shown in the figure below, the timing of the tests will depend on the function of 
accumulated errors. Moreover, the optimal testing times have equal redesign amounts: 
                                                      
* 1 .
1
i
i
t v
n
    
 
                                                     (7.18) 
Results in (7.18) were given by Thomke and Bell (2001) as an interpretation for a linear case 
when v (t) = vt and c (t) =ct. However, it is driven here for a more general case when c (t) =a v (t) 
+b while v (t) can be any time function.  As shown in figure 7-4, the optimal time for the linear 
case will be at (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8), while for convex v (t) =t
2
, the optimal times are (0.4472, 
0.6325, 0.7746, 0.8944) In contrast, for 
0.5( )v t t  the optimal testing times are earlier (0.04, 0.16, 
0.36, 0.64). 
 
Figure 7-4: Optimal times for various accumulated design errors v (t). 
 
For the nonlinear relationship between v (t) and c (t) the relationships between optimal test 
timings can be obtained by substituting the value of k into (7.14). For a convex relationship 
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between c(t) and v(t) (i.e. k>1), the optimal test time 
*
it can be approximated by 
 * 1
1 ( ) 1
iv ti i
n v T n

 
 
  and for a concave relationship (i.e. 0 1k  )
 *1
1 ( ) 1
iv ti i
n v T n

 
 
. This 
result helps the decision-maker or the design team to conduct n tests, but the relationship 
between the redesign cost and design errors is not linear; however, the trend can be approximated 
to be concave or convex. Figure 7-5 illustrates an example to show that the optimal policy saves 
about 40% of the cost of the no- intermediate tests policy. 
 
Figure 7-5: Optimal Policy Vs. No intermediate Test Policy. 
Previously, Thomke and Bell (2001) found an optimal number and timing of tests based on the 
assumption that the team conducted tests at equal time intervals. However, running tests at every 
equal amount of redesign errors is better as shown below in figure 7-5.   
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Figure 7-6: Comparison of the optimal result with an equal time testing policy. 
Both policies run 3 intermediate tests at different times. Note that the total cost for equal amount 
of redesign is 4.75 while it is 5.246 for an equal time interval. Therefore, it is recommended to 
run a test at the equal redesign amount. 
7.6 NORMATIVE TESTING DECISIONS   
 It is essential to help the design team to perform tests wisely in any design case. Using 
Decision Analysis, a decision guideline can be obtained. Figure 7-2 describes the decision tree 
that the design team is facing. Then the following is always true: 
                   * * 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i iv t c T c t v t c t c t m                                                (7.19) 
The condition in (4.18) can be stated as follows: 
Any time ti can be a candidate for testing when the saving at ti is more than setup cost $m. 
The definition of a testing candidate is a time in which the design team can save money or carry 
out a beneficial test. Define       1i i iz v t c t c t   then the following condition is always true:  
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                  * * * *( ) ( ) ( )iz such that at t v t c t c t z m    .                                (7.20) 
The importance of condition (7.19) is for allowing the design team to estimate how many tests to 
run and at what time based on the known parameter, which is m.  Two policies were tested in 
order to test the validity of the test in (7.19).  
Policy 1: Run tests at optimal policy for linear relation c (t) and v (t) given in (7.16).  
Policy 2: Run test whenever condition (7.19) is true.  
 
Figure 7-7: Two testing policies z=0.36. 
Figure 7-7 shows the total cost and timing of each test. Policy 1 shows a situation in 
which the optimal policy has a total cost of 2.82 and runs three intermediate tests. While Policy 2 
has a close total cost of 2.96 and runs 4 intermediate tests. Note that the change when z=m then 
the total cost is simply no test cost, which is 4. In Figure 7-8, the total cost is 3.84 when z=2m. 
The bottom line is that the team can save its testing cost by running a test every time that the 
savings exceed setup cost.  
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Figure 7-8: Two testing policies z=0.16. 
 
7.7 COMPARISON ANALYSIS WITH MATLAB OPTIMIZER  
The purpose of this section is to compare the derived analytical solutions with Matlab 
optimization. Normatively, the design team should conduct a test whenever the test saving is 
more than the fixed cost, as derived in (7.19). Using a software optimizer helps validate this 
condition. Therefore, the design team should conduct a test whenever it is economical and thus is 
optimal. A comparison of the normative testing condition is compared to the Matlab optimizer, 
which shows that the condition is effective for any rework cost and accumulated design error 
functions. The figures below show the efficiency of the condition derived for any rework and 
accumulated error functions. 
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Figure 7-9: Optimal timing for different rework costs and accumulated error relationships. 
 
Figure 7-10: Comparison of the normative testing condition with optimal solution using Matlab. 
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Figure 7-11: Comparison of the normative condition with optimal solution using Matlab for Example 2. 
 
Figure 7-12: The effect of the relationship between redesign cost and accumulated errors on the number of 
tests.    
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CHAPTER 8:      STOCHASTIC TESTING IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Firms spend a great amount of effort to increase their product value through early design 
testing. As described in Chapter 4, testing total cost is about half of the total development cost. 
The goal of product development is to create a product ―recipe‖ that meets customers‘ needs 
with some certainty (Browning, et. al. 2002). The product development (PD) process is a sequence 
of all the essential tasks that a firm must perform to develop, manufacture and sell a product 
(Ulrich and Eppinger, 2004). These tasks include marketing research (where customer needs are 
identified and product attributes are specified), system design (which includes product 
architecture definition, subsystem identification and interfaces), engineering design (also referred 
to as detailed design and which includes fully specifying the product dimensions, tolerances, and 
material), prototyping (which includes product validation and testing), manufacturing planning 
(which includes process design for ramp-up and full production), and a large number of suppliers 
(supply chain design). In evaluating current product design it is important to incorporate new 
information and consequently improve the value of the product. Iteration during product development is 
not so uncommon; Ulrich and Eppinger (2004) formally describe iteration as repeating a 
completed task in order to incorporate new information. Research also suggests that iterations in 
product development may not be necessary. Design iteration focuses on the evolution of the 
design through abstraction levels, while behavioral iteration explores design space through 
alterations on scope (Costa, et. al. 2003). The practical question is: Does risk-averse behavior 
affect optimal testing strategy?  
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8.2 STOCHASTIC TESTING MODEL 
8.2.1 Nomenclatures 
n: Number of tests. 
m: Setup cost for conducting an intermediate test [$unit per test]. 
tm: Time elapsed between consecutive tests. 
c:  Unit cost per fixing unit error [$ unit per error]. 
CE: Certain equivalent. 
Π: Profit. 
8.2.2  Model formulation 
This section illustrates the sequential testing model for incorporating uncertainty. Design 
errors in product development are usually created during the system design phase. The product 
development process starts with a system design in which the team spends, T, time units to 
generate the product architecture, defines major subsystems and interfaces, and sets target costs 
and specifications. After the team has completed T they evaluate the design and scan for all 
possible errors that may have been created during time,       . The assumption is that the 
team will correct all the errors before they move to the next development phase.  
8.2.3 Assumptions 
1) Revenue is constant. 
2) Errors are generated with poisson process with parameter λt. 
3) Every error is fixed during the test. 
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Define X as the number of errors at time T. The team has to fix all these errors at a cost c (T) 
where c (t) is an increasing function of time          (see Chapter 7 for more detail). 
Therefore, the total testing cost at time T is given as:  
 ( )testingC m Xc T                     (8.1) 
Where ( )X Pois T . 
Therefore, the expected testing cost can be written as: 
                                          
0
,&testing
x
E C m Xc T X x


                              (8.2) 
From which the expected testing cost is reduced to 
                                                    testingE C m T c T                                       (8.3) 
From which the total profit Π is written as 
testingR C                                                        (8.4) 
Figure 8-1 shows ten possible scenarios for the same T and λ using a simulation. It is 
clear that the number of errors varies and thus the total testing cost. The team, however, has the 
option of running several intermediate tests with, $ m, per test and, intuitively, will fix fewer 
errors at a lesser cost than c (T).  For sufficiently large T or λ the Poisson process in (8.1) can be 
approximated by normal distribution (Cheng, 1949): 
                         ,Pois T N T T                                           (8.5) 
The result in (8.5) is a result of the central limit theorem. A passion process of parameter can be 
viewed as a sum of λ independent Poisson random variable, each with parameter 1.  
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Figure ‎8-1: Total number of errors for T=1 and λ=100 for 10 simulation runs. 
 
The number of errors that the team generates during the time         varies even with 
the same T or λ. The design team has the option of conducting intermediate tests. Suppose that a 
regular test every tm time unit is conducted. Therefore the cost per intermediate test is expressed 
as  
( )one test m mC m X c t                                                               
 (8.6)                                        
 
where ( )m mX Pois t . 
The team must fix all design errors that are generated every tm time unit. Figure 8.2 illustrates the 
testing procedure for λ=100 per time T.  
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Figure ‎8-2: Design team conducts a test every, tm , time unit. 
The process in Figure 8-2 is called the renewal process. The process is renewed for every tm time 
unit. Therefore the total testing cost, C, is expressed as  
      1 2 2m m n mC m X c t m X c t m X c nt       (8.7) 
from which equation (8.7) is reduced to  
    
1 1
n n
i i m i
i i
C nm X c t nm c i t X
 
      (8.8) 
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8.3 EFFECT OF FIXING COST  
Fixing cost may vary from one product development to another. It is assumed that fixing 
cost is an increasing function in time t. Two increasing scenarios are investigated: (i) increasing 
with time interval tm (ii) increasing with the clock time t.  
8.3.1 Case 1: Redesign cost increasing with time interval tm 
In this case the error and fixing cost are renewed every tm time unit. The fixing cost per 
error c(tm) is equal at every time interval (Figure 8-3).  
                                              
     1i i nc t c t c t                                           (8.9)  
 
Figure ‎8-3: Case 1: Fixing cost renews every time interval, tm. 
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From which the total intermediate tests given in (8.8) can be reduced to:  
                       
   
1 1
( )
n n
i m m i
i i
i m
C nm X c t nm c t X
X Pois t
 
    
                                      (8.10)  
The summation of Poisson random numbers with parameter λi is a Poisson distribution where 
parameter λ is equal to the sum of their parameters   (Ross, 2003). Therefore,  
                                       
1 1
n n
i m
i i
Y X Pois t
 
 
  
 
                                             (8.11) 
where 
1 1
n n
m m
i i
t t T  
 
   . Using (8.5), (8.8) and (8.11) then the profit, Π, is obtained as  
                                       m
m
T
R m Y c t
t
                                                      (8.12)  
where     m mY c t Pois T c t , from which the expectation and the variance of the total profit 
can be obtained, as in:  
                              
   
   
m
m
m
T
E R m T c t
t
Var T c t


   
 
                                                (8.13) 
From (8.5) and (8.12), for a decision-maker with exponential utility function facing a Gaussian 
deal, as in (8.13) 
                                               
2
CE E Var

                                              (8.14) 
For the cost function          
  for a >0, then the certain equivalent in (8.14) becomes 
                                     
2
a a
m m
m
T
CE R m T ct T ct
t

                                    (8.15)  
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By solving 0
m
dCE
dt
 , then the optimal time interval t*m is obtained as  
                                            
1
1
*
1
1
2
a
m
m
t
a c 
 
 
 
    
  
                                         (8.16) 
Hence, the optimal number of tests can be written as: 
                                                
1
1
*
1
1
2
a
m
n T
a c 

 
 
 
    
  
                                (8.17) 
In (8.17), a risk-averse decision-maker γ>0 will conduct more tests compared to a risk-
neutral decision-maker. While a risk-seeking decision-maker, γ<0, will conduct fewer tests. 
Suppose that m=$30 per test, T=1, c= $40 and λ=100 per T: Figure 8-4 indicates that the 
decision-maker will always run more tests for a concave cost function c(tm). As the fixing cost 
function tends to be linear and convex, fewer tests are conducted. The reason can be explained 
using Condition (7.5), as seen in Chapter 7. As the cost function tends to be convex, testing time 
candidates are defined as a time in which a test is economical-decreased (see Chapter 7, Section 
7.5). Note that for a=0 no intermediate test is conducted. The reason is that there is no benefit 
from conducting any intermediate test, and indeed, a setup cost will increase linearly. The 
optimal number of tests clearly decreases with setup cost, m, and fixing constant cost, c, but 
increases with T.  
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Figure ‎8-4: Optimal number of tests (n*) for different risk attitudes.  
 
8.3.2 Case2: Cost increasing with time t 
In this scenario the fixing cost is an increasing function in time        . Generally, c (t) 
is an increasing function in time (Chapter 7). Figure 8-5 illustrates the rework cost and the total 
error generated between intermediate tests. The design team is interested in discovering the time 
interval (tm) between two successive tests, and hence, arriving at the number of optimal tests.  
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Figure ‎8-5: Fixing cost c (t) is an increasing function in time t. 
Therefore, from (8.1) and (8.3), the total profit, Π, at the end of the system design phase in 
product development is expressed as: 
                                      
1
m
T
t
m i
im
T
R m c i t X
t 
                                                     (8.18) 
Define a fixing cost function as        , then  
                                    ( ) 1,2 ,
a
m mc i t c it i n                                                     (8.19)  
For the linear cost function in (8.19) (i.e. a=1) then the total profit in (8.18) is given as: 
                                     
1
m
T
t
m i
im
T
R m ct i X
t 
                                                         (8.18) 
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Using Poisson distribution properties we can write the following: 
                                         
 
 
i m
i m
X Pois t
i X Pois i t


                                                       (8.19) 
Therefore,  
                                           
1 1
m m
T T
t t
i m
i i
i X Pois i t
 
 
 
 
 
                                               (8.20) 
Note that
 
1 2
m
T
t
m
i
m
m
i t
T T t
t




 . 
 From (8.20) and (8.18) the expectation and the variance of the profit in (8.18) can be written as:  
                                
   
   
1
2
1
2
m
m
m
c
T
E T T t
V
R
T
m
t
ar c T t


 
  
 
                                        (8.21) 
Using Cheng (1949) result of normal approximation to Poisson distribution, a decision-maker 
with exponential utility function facing the Gaussian deal with expectation and variance given in 
(8.23), the certain equivalent, CE, is given as   
                               
1
2 4m
m mc T
T
CE R c t
t
T t Tm T

                          (8.22) 
By solving 0
m
dCE
dt
 , then the optimal time interval t*m is obtained as:  
                                                    * 2
(2 )
m
m
t
c 


                                           (8.23) 
The optimal number of tests n
*
 can be therefore obtained as: 
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*
2
(2 )
2
case
T c
n
m
 
                                               (8.24) 
The optimal number of tests in (8.24) increases as the setup cost $m decreases. Attitude 
toward risk plays a role in the optimal number of tests. Risk-averse decision-makers will tend to 
conduct more tests while risk-seeking decision-makers will conduct fewer tests. The optimal 
number of tests increases linearly with the finishing time T.  
It is necessary to compare the two cases: fixing cost increases with time interval tm and 
fixing cost increases with time. By substituting a=1 in the optimal number of tests in (8.15) for 
the first case, then the optimal number of tests becomes 
                                                
 
1
*
2
2
Case
cT
n
m
 
                                       (8.25) 
Clearly, the number of tests in (8.25) for Case 1 is more than (8.24) which means that the 
decision-maker will run more tests when the fixing cost increases with time interval tm.  
Proposition 8.1 
 It is optimal to conduct more tests when the rework cost c (t) is a function of the elapsed time 
between tests compared to an increasing function with time.  
Proof 
The proposition is already proven in (8.24) and (8.25). The reason is that the cost difference 
between the fixing cost at test time and the fixing cost at completion time is higher for Case 1 
compared to Case 2. Figure 8.6 illustrates the savings when an intermediate test is conducted. 
The savings or the difference between the cost at testing time and the finishing time T shrinks as 
time passes for Case 2. However, the saving in Case 1 is always constant and equal to c (T)-c(tm) 
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per error. Therefore it is beneficial to conduct more tests when the cost increases with time 
interval. 
 
 Figure ‎8-6: Fixing cost differences for both cases.  
 
The optimal number of tests is derived for linear fixing cost (i.e., a=1 in (8.15)). However, for a 
convex or a concave fixing cost function the Poisson process in (8.18) becomes 
                                                      
1 1
m m
T T
t t
a a
i m
i i
i X Pois i t
 
 
 
 
 
                                    (8.28) 
Note 
,
1
m
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m m T
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i t
i t t H 


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,
m
T
a
t
H

 is a harmonic number. Therefore, the expectation and 
the variance of the profit is obtained below 
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The certain equivalent, CE, is given as 
                              
1
,
1
2m
m
a
T
a
m t
T
CE R m ct H
t



 
    
                                             (8.30) 
Solving for the optimal time interval, tm
*
, is not mathematically tractable. However, it is 
interesting to see the effect of fixing cost nature on the number of tests. By replacing n instead of 
tm then CE in (8.28) is expressed as: 
                          
1 1
, 1
2
a a
n aCE R nm c H T n

   
 
    
                                            (8.31) 
Note that Hn,-a can be expressed for a positive integer a as:  
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                      (8.32) 
 
Figure ‎8-7: Optimal number of tests rework is a function of clock time. 
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Suppose that T=1, m=$30, c=$40, and λ=100. Surprisingly, that the fixing cost nature whether it 
is concave or convex does not significantly change the optimal number of tests compared to the 
linear case (Figure 8.8). However, the design team saves more when the fixing cost is concave 
when compared to linear or convex.  
 
Figure ‎8-8: Optimal number of tests for different fixing costs. 
8.4 CLASSIFICATION OF DESIGN ERRORS 
Suppose that each time the design team generates an error which is classified as errors can 
be classified as more than one type. Each error, j, costs cj (t) to rework. Assume that there are, B, 
number of classifications.  The errors are independent of each other and each error is classified 
as type j with probability Pj. Thus  
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Each error as show below is then fixed and the process renews every tm time units. Using the 
passion process properties then the number of types of error j at cycle is a Poisson random 
variable  
  ji jX Pois p   (8.34) 
The total testing cost C is expressed as: 
  
1 1
m
T
t B
ij j i
i jm
T
C m X c t
t  
   (8.35) 
Assume that the rework cost of each error is an increasing function of the elapsed time between 
tests (i.e. tm) 
   aj i j mc t c t  (8.36) 
 Thus, the total testing cost is expressed as: 
 
1 1
m
m
T
t B
a
ij j
i jm
T
C m t X c
t  
    (8.37) 
The expected total profit for type j is expressed as 
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

 (8.38) 
which leads to the optimal number previously derived for Case 1 by replacing      
 
     instead 
of c. 
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Figure ‎8-9: Design team generates more than one error type. 
 
8.5 LEARNING EFFECT  
Wright (1936) was the first to observe that in aircraft production industries the production 
cost decreased exponentially with time due to the learning effect. In manufacturing, learning 
curves (Wright and Crawford) gained attention in the literature. In the supply chain, Jaber and 
Guiffrida (2004, 2006, and 2010) did extensive research using the Wright learning curve. Duffey  
and Saull (2003) indicate that the technological learning curve always starts with an initial error 
rate that declines steadily when time, experience, safety management, and preventative systems 
and barriers are utilized. The original work of Ott and Campbell (1979) studied the reductions in 
errors (learning curves) as new technology was introduced. When typical error data are plotted 
versus accumulated experience, we can compare these factors to the theoretical expectation of 
decreasing errors with increasing experience (Duffey and Saull, 2000).  
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Figure ‎8-10: Error rate plotted versus calendar time, showing possible learning curve 
(Source: U.S. Federal Rail Road Administration (USFRA), 2010). 
 
Adopting Wright‘s learning curve, the error rate, λ, representing the Poisson process at test 
number, i, should follow  
 b
i i 
  (8.39) 
Where    1,2 and 0,1 .i n b 
 
The value, b, is the learning exponent and obtained as the slope of the function when 
plotted in log-log scale. For example, when a design team finds a result of 70% every test, the 
learning exponent,              
        
    
. Suppose that the rate of design errors, λ, at the 
beginning of the design is 100 per unit time. To illustrate how the error rate decreases every test 
for two different learning components, Figure 8.11 shows that the error rate decreases as the 
team conducts more tests due to the learning effect.  
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Figure ‎8-11:‎The‎effect‎of‎learning‎on‎error‎rate,‎λ. 
Therefore, the total testing cost, C testing, is given as: 
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.
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i
C n m c X

    (8.40) 
Using the results in (8.39) and (8.40), the total profit is expressed as: 
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The certain equivalent is expressed as: 
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
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 
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 
 (8.43) 
The quantity in (8.41) is not mathematically tractable, and thus, obtaining the optimal number of 
tests is not easy. Suppose that m=$30, c=$40, T=1, λ=100 and γ=0 (i.e. risk-neutral). 
 
Figure ‎8-12: The total testing cost with the learning effect. 
As the learning effect increases, the optimal number of tests increases (Figure 8-12).  
 
Figure ‎8-13: Simulation example showing error rate decreases every test due to the learning effect. 
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8.6 INSIGHTS USING SIMULATION 
Sequential testing in product development is not mathematically tractable in some cases 
and hence, using a simulation helps to guide the decision-maker and generate managerial insights 
for every possible scenario. Moreover, sequential testing is a renewal process every tm. The 
following steps help to simulate the sequential testing in product development: 
Step 1: Generate an exponential random variable with rate λ.  
Step 2: Count the event that occurs at time interval tm. 
Step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2 and stop at time equal to T. 
Step 4: Calculate total testing.  
 
 
Figure ‎8-14: 10,000 simulation runs for 10 sequential tests. 
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Figure 8.14 illustrates the total number of errors after 10,000 sample runs in which the 
process renews every 0.10 time unit. The expected number of errors every cycle is 10 errors. 
Figure 8.15 shows that it is optimal not to conduct any intermediate tests prior to the finishing 
time T. The reason for this is that there is no economic benefit with conducting early tests. The 
economic savings is because early testing results in lower rework costs. 
 
Figure ‎8-15: Total testing cost vs. number of tests. 
Figure 8.15 shows an increasing trend by conducting more tests and the variation is almost the 
same, which is explained by equation (8.9) in which the variance  is equal to T c  in every test. 
8.6.1 Case 1: Fixing cost increasing with tm 
For Case 1, where the redesign cost is linear and is a function of time interval, tm, the 
optimal number of tests is n
*
=9, which is given in (8.13) for a=1, m=$30, c=$40, T=1, λ=100 and 
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γ=0 (i.e. risk neutral). Figure 8.16 shows the simulation runs; it is clear that the optimal number 
is about 9 or 10 tests, which was shown to be true in previous sections (see, for example, Figure 
8.4). Note that variation in Figure 8.16 decreases as the number of tests increases. This is also 
explained by Equation (8.13) as follows as     then c 0n n   in equation (8.13).  
 
Figure ‎8-16 : Simulation runs for linear cost (Case 1). 
In Figure 8.16, the variation decreases as the number of tests increases which was 
previously explained. Figure 8.17 and Figure 8.18 show the optimal number of tests to be done 
when the error rate is a random variable distributed uniformly and normally. In both figures, the 
optimal number of tests varies between 8 and 10. Therefore, using the expected error rate in 
Equation (8.23) leads to the optimal number of tests. However, the variation in both figures (8.17 
and 8.18) is more, which means that the optimal number of tests for risk-averse and risk-seeking 
decision-makers are slightly different than that in (8.13).  
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Figure ‎8-17: Case 1 with error rate uniformly distributed λ~U (50,150). 
 
Figure ‎8-18:‎Case‎1‎with‎error‎rate‎λ~N (100, 20). 
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8.6.2 Comparison between Case 1 and Case 2  
This case was illustrated in Figure 8.7. However, the optimal number of tests does not 
change, as indicated in Figure 8.7. It is also important to validate the results with a simulation 
using the same data m=$30, c=$40, T=1, λ=100 and γ=0 (i.e., risk-neutral) for the linear fixing 
cost function (i.e. a=1). The optimal number of tests is about 7, which is similar to the data 
demonstrated in Figure 8.19.  
 
Figure ‎8-19: Optimal number of tests for linearly increasing fixing cost with time. 
For the convex fixing cost function (a>1), surprisingly, the nature of the fixing cost has 
approximately no effect on the optimal number of tests (figures 8.20 and 8.21). For the concave 
fixing cost function, the optimal number of tests is about 7, which is similar to both linear and 
convex. The variation, however, is more for a concave case, which is explained in Equation 
(8.29). The harmonic number Hn,-a is higher for the concave case and hence the variation.  
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Figure ‎8-20: Comparison between Case 1 and Case 2 for linear rework (a=1). 
 
 
Figure ‎8-21: Comparison between Case 1 and Case 2 for concave rework (a=0.5). 
Case 2 : Rework is function of clock time
Case 1 : Rework is function of elapsed time
Case 1 : Rework is function of elapsed time
Case 2 : Rework is function of clock time
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Figure ‎8-22: Comparison between Case 1 and Case 2 for convex rework (a=2). 
 
 
Figure ‎8-23: Effect of learning on the optimal number of tests. 
Case 2 : Rework is function of clock time
Case 1: Rework is function of elapsed time
Learning exponent=15% 
Learning exponent=80% 
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CHAPTER 9:      CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
9.1 RESEARCH SUMMARY 
The research proposes a normative approach in two important infrastructural 
manufacturing decisions: quality and product development. One tool in quality management that 
is gaining momentum in industry is Six Sigma, which is a great application area for decision 
analysis (DA) due to a lack of economic evaluation, uncertainties that are not addressed properly, 
and no notion of expected utility when evaluating Six Sigma projects. Another area for which the 
research builds a normative approach is testing in product development. Testing, as employed in 
this research, is an activity that generates information about design errors and customer-related 
problems. The present research studies two testing environments: deterministic and stochastic. 
Its objective is to maximize the certain equivalent. An optimal testing policy reveals several 
managerial insights.  
9.2 SIX SIGMA   
Six Sigma has spread widely due to its successful implementation by various companies. 
Six Sigma has several shortcomings, however, which previous literature has not adequately 
investigated. For instance, Six Sigma is based on best practice case studies and hence what 
works for company X might not work for company Y. In addition, there may be a lack of 
financial evaluation that links process quality to profit. There is a degree of arbitrariness in some 
quality measures in Six Sigma, such as the 1.5-sigma shift. Moreover, there is no notion of a 
normative approach in Six Sigma. To bridge the gap between theory and practice, a decision 
analytic model could be built to highlight some key elements in Six Sigma decision-making.  
These key elements include: defect type and cost, cost f implementation, firm size, production 
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stages, and market properties. The normative approach consists of three decision bases: (1) 
alternatives, (2) preferences, and (3) information. This research raises the following questions: Is 
improving quality of the product worthwhile, and is ―process perfection‖ a good economic 
objective? What else can the company do? What influences the decision to adopt Six Sigma? 
When is continuing performance improvement beneficial? What factors should be included when 
adopting Six Sigma as a business initiative? How do market characteristics affect the benefit of 
Six Sigma (reducing process variability)? How much is it worth to improve the manufacturing 
process? Does every feature or service of a firm need improvement?  
The model successfully answered all these inquiries.  
This research has presented a decision analytic model by which a decision may be made to 
incorporate a Six Sigma quality process. The first model employs quality as a binary question 
(good or bad) to investigate the effects of some key elements with regard to the Six Sigma 
decision. These elements include implementation cost, attitude toward risk, defect costs, and firm 
size (number of production or service stages). The optimal solution reveals several managerial 
insights regarding the impact of the various factors related to the Six Sigma decision. Naturally, 
implementation cost makes Six Sigma less attractive, while attitude toward risk plays a role in 
determining the optimal sigma (quality) level. In addition, the best decision-making alternative 
for small and middle sized firms is not necessarily to have the highest quality standard or highest 
sigma level. In some instances, as has been demonstrated, it may be more important to consider 
other profit-generating alternatives before taking the Six Sigma route. The model calculates the 
certain equivalence to answer the question of potential Six Sigma economic impact.  
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 This research also extends and relaxes the assumption in the initial Six Sigma model to 
incorporate the effect of market characteristics. Market characteristics included in this study are 
demand-price relation and competitor behavior (performance and price). Quality is defined as the 
measurement of customer satisfaction through two models: normative QFD (Locascio and 
Thurston, 1994) and value-driven deign (value function, Abbas and Howard, 2005). The certain 
equivalent calculation helps evaluate the economic impact of reducing the variation of the 
manufacturing process to meet customer satisfaction. Using the normative QFD, it is not always 
preferable to select the product with the lowest variation process. Moreover, customer 
satisfaction should be incorporated in the profit formula—but not as an individual metric or 
drive. More customer satisfaction will lead to more sales if the company identifies the key 
attributes correctly and do not neglect unobservable attributes which may act to drive the 
customer to other competing products. The decision analytic model joins both manufacturing and 
marketing into one model to bridge the gap between Six Sigma (statistical tool) and the business 
aspect. Using the value-driven design, it is shown analytically that the window for improvement 
shrinks as competitor performance increases. However, the market size (number of customers) 
enlarges that window, while demand-price sensitivity and performance cost compress the same 
window. In addition, the firm evaluates performance increasingly as the competitor deviates 
from a nominal value. A firm should improve its performance when the competitor is inferior in 
performance and price. It is notable that as the competitor achieves a certain outstanding level, a 
company‘s economic window for improvement is slim, and thus, focusing more on price (i.e., 
producing a cheaper product) might be a better alternative. Attitude toward risk, which may have 
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previously been unnoticeable, has a major role in both Six Sigma economic value and optimal 
sigma level.  
 The fourth part of Six Sigma is incorporates various uncertainties and shows companies 
how they may evaluate economic impact for improving process quality. Using a DA tool such as 
a tornado diagram, a firm can prioritize each uncertainty and evaluate the economic 
consequences before taking the Six Sigma route. One observation is that it may be advisable to 
increase price when the firm experiences a major defect due to having a higher defective rate or 
higher defective cost, or both. This is due to the fact that a price increase means lower demand 
and thus a lower number of defective units. In addition, a higher price helps cover the increased 
expenses for producing defective units. Therefore, companies with low defect costs should not 
invest in Six Sigma. This research illustrates how to reduce uncertainty using the Bayesian 
update. An example is provided in order to update demand prior to distribution at a given price. 
This numerical analysis helps to create a decision template for future use.   
9.3 FUTURE WORK USING SIX SIGMA  
The Decision Analytic Model is limited to a specific period of time. The model can be 
viewed as a steady model in which a firm has uncertainties present within a specific period of 
time. One important factor to be included in this equation is time. Time has a major influence 
when considering the possible adoption of Six Sigma as a business initiative. Studies have 
suggested that a dynamic market is not suitable for Six Sigma; however, there is no model to 
support that assertion—a condition based on case studies. The model assumes that the company 
knows its competitor performance (i.e., attribute levels) and price. In general this knowledge of 
the competitor‘s behavior is uncertain, which also makes this topic interesting to investigate.  
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9.4 TESTING DECISION IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
Timing and frequency of reliability tests is essential in product design. Testing is modeled 
as an activity that generates information about technical errors and customer-need-related 
problems that must be redesigned. Optimal testing strategies (number and timing of tests) need to 
balance the tradeoff among several variables, including the cost of a test, the increasing cost of 
redesign when discovered at a later stage, and the relationship between sequential tests. This 
research therefore investigated two testing environments: deterministic and stochastic. 
   In the deterministic case, this study proposes an optimal sequential testing policy based 
on the condition that the net marginal value obtained from a test must be higher than the cost 
associated with it. The optimal strategy is obtained for a general form of accumulated errors and 
redesign functions. The relationship between design errors and rework cost plays an important 
role in determining the optimal testing policy.  
For a single testing: 
 A single test is performed half away of the project total errors for the linear case. 
 For a concave case, it should be conducted between 37% to 50% of the total project 
errors 
 For a convex case it should be conducted after 50% of the total accumulated errors. 
Similar behavior is observed with multiple testing: 
 The number of tests for the linear case is as upper bound for both concave and convex 
relationships. 
 Early tests are recommended for the case of a concave relationship. 
 Late tests should be performed for a convex relationship. 
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Testing in the stochastic environment was modeled as a renewal Poisson process to address 
the impact of risk-averse behavior. The assumption is that the design team reworks every design 
error that is discovered. The decision variable is the time elapsed between two consecutive tests. 
Using the normative Decision-making Approach (DA), the attitude toward risk is incorporated 
into the sequential testing decision. An optimal strategy reveals several interesting insights: 
 A risk-seeking decision-maker conducts less tests compare to other risk behavior (neutral 
and averse). 
 A risk-averse decision-maker is most affected by the nature or rework cost (i.e., concave, 
linear, or convex). 
 A design team should run more tests when the rework cost is a function of time elapsed 
between tests compared to a function of clock time.  
 Learning by doing has an impact on the number of tests (the more the team learns during 
each test, the more they ought to test). 
9.5 FUTURE WORK USING STOCHASTIC TESTING 
The model presented in a stochastic environment can be further employed in a supply 
chain, particularly in inventory theory. Inventory theory does not include the risk behavior which 
makes the model extend with modification to that area. Another application is in a healthcare 
system, where the model can be extended with some modifications.  
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